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Introduction 
The Stadium Site located at Pye Green Road, Cannock in Staffordshire has been removed from the list of 

land available for housing development, and Cabinet have outlined how they wish to take this forward by 

considering proposals for the development of the Stadium Site as a community sport and recreation hub.  

 

This rationale has been based on: 

• It aligns closely to the strategy work undertaken by the Council with Sport England, South Staffordshire 

PC, Staffordshire County Sports Partnership and South Staffordshire College (which produced an 

evidence base for the Council’s indoor and outdoor facilities) 

• The Playing Pitch Strategy which identified the need to develop football “hub” facilities 

• The opportunity to consider a wider approach to sporting provision to provide a wider range of 

community sport and recreation facilities at the site 

• Such a development will provide a focus for sport and recreation acknowledging its catalytic impact on 

such aspects as; health, social cohesion, reduction in anti-social behaviour and providing positive 

activities. 

 

The objective of this consultation is to meet the second recommendation from the Report of Head of 

Commissioning Responsible Portfolio Leader, 19 July 2012, that Cabinet: 

 

“Undertake consultation on the community sport and hub concept as set out in this report”. 
 

As detailed within the Report, whilst consultation is a fundamental element, funding availability and 

continuity is a key factor in the final decisions and possible development options. Many issues need to be 

considered and resolved before any solution can be reached. 

 

Once the consultation has been completed and reviewed by Cabinet, the project could, if agreed, move 

forward to the subsequent stage detailed within The Report. 

 

The consultation has focused on exploring the needs and opinions in relation to the key focus and purpose of 

the hub and will be used to develop options of the format and content of the hub site that meets the need of 

the local community (e.g. consulting with the public, clubs and stakeholders to identify the facility mix).  

 

Based on this scope of consulting, to focus on establishing local demand, the consultation was designed to 

cover the following areas: 

• Current Stadium Site use 

• Stadium Site options for sports and recreation facilities 

• Preference of facilities 

• Facilities for people with disabilities 

• Priority access for schools and clubs 

• Preference for sports and/or recreation focus or mix 

• Likely use of site 

• Concerns regarding site development 

• Views on potential development of a sport and recreation hub. 

 

Awareness of the consultation was generated through: 

• Press releases from Cannock Chase District Council 

• Media coverage 

• Information on Cannock Chase District Council’s website 

• Attendance at local community meetings 

• Attendance at meetings representing local communities 

• Direct contact with 105 schools, clubs, organisations and community groups 

• Postal contact with residents surrounding the Stadium Site 

• “Snowballing” through asking contacts for further people who may be interested. 
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The consultation ran for a period of 7 weeks from 15th October to 30th November 2012. Over this period, an 

extensive exercise of consultation activities and approaches were implemented in order to: 

• Raise awareness of the consultation 

• Encourage involvement and inclusion 

• Provide a range of feedback and engagement mechanisms. 

 

Both quantitative and qualitative methods were engaged to encourage feedback using: 

• Online survey hosted on Cannock Chase District Council’s website 

• Online survey with direct link 

• Visits at local events and meetings 

• Telephone conversations 

• Postal survey with local residents 

• Self-completion questionnaires handed out at events. 

 

The consultation has involved input from the following profiles: 

• Residents local to the Stadium Site 

• Members of the public not living locally to the site 

• Local businesses 

• Stakeholders and stakeholder organisations 

• Sports bodies 

• Schools and students 

• Sports clubs and club members 

• Recreation/youth/church groups and members. 

 

Over the 7 weeks of the consultation, over 400 responses were received. These comprised: 

 

• 392 quantitative completed questionnaires (hard copy and online) 

• Qualitative responses generated through attendance at 10 local meetings and events 

• 8 further qualitative responses from organisations. 

 

The data from hard copy questionnaires was set up and input onto SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences). The online survey data was downloaded and merged with this data file to produce a total data set 

of the quantitative research. This data set, comprising the 392 questionnaire returns, was analysed using 

SPSS to produce the quantitative and graphical analysis contained within this report. 

 

All frequency data has been rounded to the nearest whole percentage point. Combined percentages have 

been calculated on summing the absolute data and then calculating the percentages, and as such, totals may 

not always appear to sum.  

 

The qualitative responses were manually analysed and included within this report. 

 

Responses have been reported in a way in order to protect the anonymity of individual respondents. 

 

Whilst care has been taken in all aspects of the production of this data and the report, we cannot be held 

responsible for any errors or omissions nor for any actions or decisions or the impact of such which are taken 

as a result of any area of this report, its recommendations or its supporting data.  
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Executive Summary 
 

The consultation in context 

There is the need to keep the findings of this consultation in perspective in that it is based on the views of 

users and potential users. The findings are therefore market driven.  

 

To provide a holistic and relevant response, the findings need to be considered within the scope of the whole 

project and to take into account the evidence based work that has been completed along with the strategic 

influences and considerations.  

 

Current use and need has to be supported in the development of the Stadium Site 
Whilst the original stadium was demolished, the land is still being used by a significant proportion of 

consultees, with half using the Stadium Site themselves and/or having family who use the Stadium Site. The 

frequency of this use illustrates a significant demand for this facility, with two thirds using the Stadium Site 

at least weekly.  

 

This suggests that the current use of the Stadium Site needs to be supported and incorporated within the 

development of the Stadium Site. Current users and their needs must be catered for. If this current facility is 

lost, a significant proportion of potential demand could be lost and local need not met. There is therefore the 

potential for alienating current users by removing their provision. 

 

By considering the current use made of the Stadium Site, the activities and facilities which need to be 

supported in the development of the Stadium Site can be identified. Walking/dog walking is the main use 

made, with just over three fifths of current users using the Stadium Site for this purpose. In addition, just 

over two fifths use it for football. Around one fifth to one quarter use the Stadium Site as a cut through, to 

take children to play, for general recreation and for running/jogging. 

 

The current use illustrates that the Stadium Site in its current state is providing recreation and sport 

opportunities, further supporting the demand for the development of a hub which caters both for sport and 

recreation. 

 

There is significant support for the development of a sport and recreation hub on the Stadium Site 
The findings from the consultation provide significant support for the development of a sport and recreation 

hub at the Stadium Site on Pye Green Road.  

 

It is seen strongly as a positive move for the local community, providing the opportunity for cohesion in 

bringing people together and providing facilities relevant to the area. 

 

The development needs to promote and provide inclusion for all 
The development must be inclusive. It must cater for both sport and recreation needs, for all ages and for 

people with disabilities. The proposed development is seen as a fantastic opportunity to provide a holistic 

resource for the local area which will support both local residents and people keen on sport.  

 

It is seen to provide the opportunity to bring recreation and sport together.  

 

It will support those who are keen on sport in developing their skills whilst providing facilities for others who 

would benefit from the recreation provision. 

 

It may encourage people to consider sport amongst those who may not necessarily visit a sport venue but 

who would visit the Stadium Site for recreation. 

 
The use of the Stadium Site could increase significantly 
The potential frequency of use of the Stadium Site is similar to the current frequency of use by those who 

use the Stadium Site, providing an indication for the level of demand. Around two thirds of all consultees feel 
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that they/their families/friends would use the Stadium Site on at least a weekly basis, with around two thirds 

of current users specifying this frequency. 

 

The potential level of use however could increase significantly, from 50% of consultees who currently use the 

Stadium Site to 86% of consultees who feel they/their family/friends would use the Stadium Site once it was 

developed. 

 

The development needs to provide equality of access and opportunity 
There is a strong feeling that the facilities available for people with disabilities must be equal to those 

available for everybody. Pathways, access, toilets and car parking must be developed to support people with 

disabilities. 

 

Facilities to be provided 
The Stadium Site must support both athletics and football pitches. Virtually equal proportions of consultees 

identify the need for an athletics training facility and some form of football pitches. 

 

The Stadium Site needs to provide paths for walking/dog walking/jogging. 

 

The sport facilities needs to be supported by floodlights and changing rooms. The recreation facilities need to 

be supported by toilets, car parking and lighting. 

 

Supporting the provision for young people, is the demand overall for children/youth facilities. 

 

Further supporting the demand for a venue which will provide opportunities for all, is the demand for a multi-

use games area. 

 

There is the need to avoid duplication of provision  
The development at the Stadium Site must address current unmet demand and must avoid duplicating 

current provision. Services and activities should be complementary, not duplicative, which could take 

opportunities and funding away from other clubs and facilities and could fragment and dilute the market 

potential. 

 

Priority access 
Whilst overall around three quarters of consultees who provide an opinion feel that priority access should be 

given to local school and sports/youth/church clubs, this would need to be managed within the context that 

around one quarter of consultees feel that such a priority shouldn’t be given. 

 

Consideration needs to be made of the current barriers 
When considering reasons for currently not using the Stadium Site, barriers to potential use can be 

considered and addressed. 

 

The main reason for consultees currently not using the Stadium Site is a lack of facilities. With half of 

consultees identifying this as a reason, the potential additional use of the Stadium Site by current non-users 

is illustrated. By providing facilities, which is the key barrier to current non-use, further encouragement to 

use should be seen. 

 

Whilst one fifth of non-users do not use the Stadium Site as they do not live close by, the provision of 

facilities could encourage people to travel further to benefit from the additional resources. 

 

A further consideration is that nearly one fifth of non-users do not use the Stadium Site currently due to 

being unsafe or feeling unsafe. The issue of personal safety therefore needs to be considered within the 

development of the Stadium Site. 

 

Concerns to be addressed 
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The factors which consultees show concern about need to be addressed to provide confidence and allay any 

concerns or fears. Whilst the demand for the development of the Stadium Site is strong, just over three 

quarters of consultees do have at least one concern over the development. 

 

The potential for vandalism and issues regarding security are the two key areas which need to be addressed 

in the Stadium Site’s development. 

 

Summary 
 

The profile of consultees 
• The consultation represented a wide range of consultees. The sample comprised virtually an even split 

between males and females and covered all ages from under 16 years old to over 75 years old. 15% of 

the sample comprised people who consider themselves to have a disability. 

 

• Just over two thirds of the sample comprises residents who live locally to the Stadium Site, and around a 

further fifth comprises members of the public who do not live locally to the Stadium Site.  

 

• Just over one fifth of the sample comprises members of sports clubs, including; athletics, football, 

hockey, rugby, cricket, netball, handball, taekwondo and cycling.  

 

• 7% of the sample represents other clubs, with students, stakeholders, organisations and businesses local 

to the Stadium Site also being represented. 

 

Current use of the Stadium Site 
 
Current use of the Stadium Site 

• Half of all consultees and/or their families (50%) currently use the Stadium Site on Pye Green Road. 

29% of consultees state that they personally use the Stadium Site and a further 29% state that their 

family uses the Stadium Site. Half of consultees (50%) state that they do not use the Stadium Site and 

don’t know anybody who does use the Stadium Site. 

 

Frequency of use of the Stadium Site 
• Two thirds of consultees who use the Stadium Site or whose family does (66%), use this on at least a 

weekly basis. 20% of consultees use the Stadium Site every day, 32% a few times each week and 14% 

at least once per week.  

 

• Nearly one fifth of consultees who use the Stadium Site (18%) use it less often than weekly. 11% use it 

a few times per month, 3% use it once a month and 5% use it less often. 16% of consultees who use the 

Stadium Site state the frequency with which they do so varies. 

 

Type of use of the Stadium Site 
• The Stadium Site currently supports a wide range of uses, with walking/dog walking being the main 

activity which is undertaken by just over three fifths (61%) of current Stadium Site users. Football is the 

second main activity which the Stadium Site is used for, with just over two fifths of consultees (41%) 

identifying this activity. 

 

• One quarter (25%) of Stadium Site users use the Stadium Site as a cut through. Just under one quarter 

of Stadium Site users (23%) take children to play and use it for general recreation (23%), with 21% 

using the Stadium Site for running/jogging. 

 

• 15% of Stadium Site users use the Stadium Site for cycling, 13% to play other sports and 13% to meet 

family/friends. 8% of Stadium Site users use the Stadium Site for other activities. 

 

Reasons why the Stadium Site is not used 
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• The main reason why consultees currently do not use the Stadium Site is the lack of facilities, identified 

by half of consultees who currently do not use the Stadium Site (50%). In addition, 15% of consultees 

state other facilities being better as a reason and 7% that other facilities are closer. 

 

• One fifth of consultees (20%) state that not living close/local to the Stadium Site is a reason for not 

currently using it. Nearly one fifth of consultees (19%) state that being unsafe/feeling unsafe is a reason 

for not using the Stadium Site. One tenth of consultees (10%) state they are not interested in the 

Stadium Site as a reason and 8% were not aware of the Stadium Site prior to the consultation. 

 

• Nearly one quarter of consultees who do not use the Stadium Site (24%) provide another reason for not 

doing so. The main other reason cited is that consultees thought the Stadium Site was closed. 

 

Stadium Site potential facilities 
 

Range of facilities for the Stadium Site 
• Consultees were asked which sport and recreation facilities they would like to see made available on the 

Stadium Site. The interest in the potential facilities which could be made available on the Stadium Site is 

illustrated by both the level and range of responses. 

 

Sport facilities: 

• 85% of consultees would like to see some form of sport provision made available on the Stadium Site. 

Regarding sporting facilities; 71% of consultees would like to see an athletics training facility and 68% 

would like to see some form of football pitches.  

 

• Nearly three fifths of consultees (58%) would like to see adult football pitches, 53% junior football 

pitches and 27% mini football pitches. Over half of consultees (54%) would like to see a multi-use games 

area. 

 

• In total nearly three fifths of consultees (57%) would like to see some form of provision for 

children/young people, with around two fifths of consultees each liking to see; children’s play area for 0-

5 year olds (38%), for 5-11 year olds (40%) and for 11-16 year olds (42%).  

 

• Nearly two fifths of consultees (38%) would like to see tennis courts. 

 

• Just under one fifth of consultees would like to see cricket pitches (18%) hockey pitches (16%) and 

Rugby Union pitches (16%). 

 

• Supporting this provision of sports facilities, 68% of consultees would like to see changing facilities and 

64% would like to see floodlights. 

 

• Nearly one fifth of consultees (19%) would like to see other sports facilities. 

 

Recreation facilities: 

• 94% of consultees would like to see some form of recreation facilities made available on the Stadium 

Site. 70% of consultees would like to see paths for walking/dog walking/jogging made available on the 

Stadium Site. 

 

• Nearly half of consultees (48%) would like to see cycle paths made available. 

 

• Just under two fifths of consultees (37%) would like to see informal open recreation space and 34% 

would like to see picnic/barbeque areas. Just over one fifth of consultees (22%) would like to see a 

bowling green and 12% would like to see allotments 

 

• 46% of consultees would like community/facility rooms to be made available. 
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• Supporting this recreational activity, just over three quarters of consultees (76%) would like to see 

toilets made available. 66% of consultees would like to see car parking made available and 65% would 

like to see benches/seating. 

 

• 56% of consultees would like lighting to be available, 44% would like landscaping, and 39% would like a 

kiosk to be made available. 

 

• 12% of consultees identified other recreational facilities they would like to see available. 
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Preference for sport and recreation facilities on the Stadium Site 
• As it is possible that all facilities identified by consultees could not be provided on the Stadium Site, they 

were asked to rank up to 10 sport and recreation facilities which they would most like to see provided. 

They were asked to rank the top 10 from “1st” for the facility they would most like to see through to 

“10th”. They did not have to rank for 10 facilities. For example, if there were only 5 facilities they would 

like to see provided, then they would rank these 5 facilities from “1st” through to “5th”. 

 

• A significant range of data was generated through this question, and has been produced in a number of 

formats to illustrate this. 

 

Providing a ranking from 1-10: 

 

Sport facilities: 

• Over three fifths of consultees (62%) ranked an athletics training facility in their top 10 preferences of 

facilities to be made available. This is followed by just over half of consultees (52%) who ranked junior 

football pitches in their top 10 preferences of facilities and 44% who ranked adult football pitches within 

their top 10 preferences. 21% of consultees ranked mini football pitches. 

 

• Over one third of consultees (36%) ranked a multi-use games area within their top 10 preferences. 

Similar proportions of consultees ranked children’s play area for 0-5 year olds (30%), 5-11 year olds 

(33%) and 11-16 year olds (32%) in their top 10 preferences of the facilities they would like to see made 

available on the Stadium Site. 

 

• Nearly one quarter of consultees (23%) ranked tennis courts within their top 10 preferences. 

 

• Just over one tenth of consultees ranked cricket pitches (13%). 8% ranked hockey pitches and 8% 

ranked Rugby Union pitches. 9% ranked other sports facilities. 

 

• Just over half of consultees (52%) ranked changing facilities in their top 10 of sport and recreation 

facilities and 42% ranked floodlights. 

 
Recreation facilities: 

• Just over half of all consultees (52%) ranked paths for walking/dog walking/jogging in their top 10 

selection for facilities on the Stadium Site. Around one quarter of consultees each placed community 

facility rooms (27%), cycle paths (27%) and landscaping (26%) in their top 10 preferred facilities. 

 

• Around one fifth of consultees included; informal open recreation space (19%), picnic/barbeque areas 

(18%) and a kiosk (18%) in their top 10 preferred facilities. Just over one tenth of consultees (12%) 

identified a bowling green and 7% an allotment in their top 10 choice. 9% of consultees identified other 

recreation facilities.  

 

• Supporting these recreation facilities, 63% of consultees identified toilets as being in their top 10 choice, 

46% car parking, 36% benches/seating and 30% gave lighting a ranking from 1-10. 

 

Ranking of the facility consultees would most like to see: 

• By illustrating the proportion of consultees who ranked each facility as the one they would most like to 

see, the proportion of consultees who ranked; adult football pitches (12%), athletics training facility 

(11%), paths for walking/dog walking/jogging (10%) and junior football pitches (8%) illustrates the 

emphasis placed on these facilities as being of most importance when compared to the other facilities. 

 

Mean rating of facility rankings: 

• A further analysis is based on a mean rating of the rankings provided with a rating of 10 where a facility 

is ranked as “most want to see” to 1 where the facility is ranked as “10th most want to see”. A rating of 

“0” was provided to the proportion of consultees who did not rank each facility from 1-10.  
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• This analysis again illustrates the emphasis placed on the demand for an athletics training facility, junior 

football pitches and adult football pitches regarding sport provision. This is supported by the demand for 

changing rooms and floodlights. The emphasis on paths for walking/dog walking/jogging is also 

emphasised again with regard to recreation facilities. Supporting these facilities is the emphasis on the 

demand for toilets, car parking and benches/seating areas. 

 
Options for the development of the Stadium Site 
 
Facilities for people with disabilities 
• Nearly half of consultees (48%) provided comments on what they would like to see provided at the 

Stadium Site for people with disabilities. There is significant demand for a venue which provides inclusion 

for all. This is supported by the number of comments relating to the fact that the facilities available for 

people with disabilities should be the same as for those available for everyone. 

 

• The need for ease of access and relevant pathways are highlighted as being important. 

 

• The provision of; toilets, ramps, parking, changing rooms and seating are identified as resources which 

should be available for people with disabilities. 

 

• With regard to specific sports, wheelchair basketball and athletics were identified as two areas of 

provision for people with disabilities. Reference was made to the success of the Paralympics, and the 

opportunity to provide a legacy to this success was identified. 

 

Priority access to facilities 

• Just over three fifths of consultees (62%) feel that local schools and sports/youth/church clubs should be 

given priority access to any of the facilities proposed at the Stadium Site. 

 

• Nearly one fifth of consultees (19%) feel that such priority should not be given and the same proportion 

(19%) is unsure. 

 

• The two main facilities mentioned are athletics and football, with all activities and sports days also 

mentioned. 

 
Preference for a sport hub, recreation hub or a hub for both sport and recreation 
• Over four fifths of consultees (82%) state a preference for a mixed hub for both sport and recreation. 

Just over one tenth of consultees (12%) state a preference for a sport only hub and 4% state a 

preference for a recreation only hub. 2% of consultees are unsure. 

 

• The main reason for a preference for a mixed sport and recreation hub is that it would appeal to a wider 

audience – providing resources for those who are keen on sport and those who are not so keen on sport 

but would benefit from recreational facilities. It could also encourage people currently not interested in 

sport to become involved. 

 

• It provides the opportunity for inclusion, providing resources for all within the community, catering for all 

interests and ages, a real community provision. It is seen that sport and recreation facilities go “hand in 

hand”. It is what is needed in the area. 

 

• It is also seen as the best use to be made of the land, and that the Stadium Site would be used more if 

there were facilities for both purposes. The use of the facility will support the quality of provision and its 

sustainability. 

 

• The provision must meet a wide range of needs and encourage use. 
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• The preference for a sport only facility was supported by comments that there is a lack of facilities in the 

area and that the focus should be on sport. 

 

 

Development of the Stadium Site 
 
Potential frequency of use of the Stadium Site 
• Consultees were asked how frequently they thought the Stadium Site would be used by them/their family 

after the development. 

 

• 86% of consultees feel that they/their family would use the Stadium Site once it was developed. Just 4% 

of consultees feel that they/their family will not use the Stadium Site and one tenth (10%) are unsure of 

likely use. 

 

• Nearly two thirds of all consultees (63%) feel that they/their family would use the Stadium Site at least 

once a week, with 16% stating every day, 36% a few times a week and 12% stating the likely use to be 

once a week. 

 

• 12% of consultees feel the use of the Stadium Site would be less frequently than once a week and 11% 

that the use of the Stadium Site would vary. 

 

• The main reasons identified are: 

• Better facilities 

• The location 

• It would meet need. 

 

Concerns about the Stadium Site’s potential development 
• Just over three quarters of consultees (77%) have at least one concern regarding the potential 

development of the Stadium Site, whilst 24% do not have any concerns over its development. 

 

• The two main areas of concern are vandalism, identified by just over half of consultees (54%) and 

security, identified by just over two fifths of consultees (44%). 

 

• Just under one fifth (16%) have a concern over car parking. Just over one tenth of consultees have a 

concern over the potential congestion from cars/traffic (13%), noise (12%) and site access (11%). Just 

6% are concerned about there being more people in the area and 1% about the change to the local area. 

7% of consultees identify other concerns. 

 

Agreement with the proposal to develop the Stadium Site 
• Virtually nine tenths of consultees (88%) agree with the proposal to develop the Stadium Site as a 

community sport and recreation hub. Just 4% of consultees disagree with the proposal and 8% are 

unsure. 

 

• The main reasons for agreement with the development of the Stadium Site are: 

• A lack of facilities 

• Positive for the community 

• It should have been left/developed/not knocked down 

• It’s what the area needs/good for the area 

• It will generate interest/use 

• To encourage sport/fitness. 

 

Qualitative analysis 
• The qualitative findings support the demand for a sport and recreation hub, reflecting the findings and 

views generated through the quantitative research. 
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• There is the need to keep the findings in perspective that this consultation activity is based on the views 

of users and potential users. The findings are therefore market driven.  

 

• To provide a holistic and relevant response, the findings need to be considered within the scope of the 

whole project and to take into account the evidence base and the strategic influences and considerations.  

 

Main report 
 

Section 1: Profile of consultees 
 

1. Profile of consultees 
Just over two thirds of consultees (69%) live locally to the Stadium Site, with a further 21% being a member 

of the public but not living locally to the Stadium Site. 

 

Just over one fifth of consultees (22%) are members of a sports club and 7% are members of another club. 

The range of clubs represented is detailed in List 1. 

 

5% of consultees are at school/college, 2% are stakeholders/stakeholder organisations and 2% are local 

businesses. 

 

Chart 1: Profile of consultees 

 
Sample base = 349, all consultees who provided a response, multiple response 
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2. Gender of consultees 
There is virtually an even split between the proportion of consultees who are male (49%) and female (51%). 

 

Chart 2: Gender of consultees 

 
 

Sample base = 334, all consultees who provided a response, single response 

 

3. Age of consultees 
The consultees represent all age groups, with 15% being of 18 years old or younger, and a further 15% 

being 19-35 years old. Around one quarter of consultees are aged 36-50 years old (24%), 51-65 years old 

(24%) and over 65 years old (22%). 

 

Chart 3: Age of consultees 
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Sample base = 372, all consultees who provided a response, single response (data includes the 27 under 16 

year olds included within the qualitative consultation)                      

 

 

4. Disability of consultees 
15% of all consultees consider themselves to have a disability. 

 

Chart 4: Whether consultee considers themselves to have a disability 

 
 

Sample base = 330, all consultees who provided a response, single response 

 

5. Lists for Section 1 
 
List 1: Profile of consultees 
• A local running club 

• AFC Essington 

• AFC Piper Cannock Chase Football League 

• As a senior citizen I would enjoy spectating at sporting functions and am interested in promoting events 

for younger people 

• Ascot Tavern 

• Belt Road Football Club x 2 

• Bloxwich Hockey Club 

• Bowling Club 

• Brereton Wheelers Cycle Club x 2 

• Broomhill Albion FC 

• Burtonwood Taekwondo 

• CAMRA 

• Cannock  Stafford College 

• Cannock & Stafford Athletics Club x 20 

• Cannock and Rugeley Leisure Centre 

• Cannock and Stafford member 

• Cannock Chase District Council 

• Cannock Chase Football League x 3 

• Cannock Chase League I believe we are ruining our development of kids, youths and always taking never 

giving and we are always blaming the kids of today but in truth we are to blame, we build on all our 

greenbelt areas and old sport sites, old schools, anything for profit, give them something to look forward 

to 
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• Cannock Hockey Club x 2 

• Cannock Leisure 
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• Cannock Rugby Union FC 

• Cannock Town Football Club 

• Chadsmoor Methodist Church 

• Chase Baptist 

• Chase Terrace Tech College   

• Chasetown Ladies Netball Club 

• Concerned about youth of today 

• District Councillor 

• Fitness First member 

• Football Association 

• Football club x 2 

• Football clubs (Cannock/Chase Stags/Aston Villa/Cannock)  

• Football referee  

• Handball club 

• Hazel Slade Football Club x 2 

• Hen House FC part of CCFL 

• I am a member of a local church in Chadsmoor 

• I am a member of Nuffield Gym 

• I am a physio who worked with adults with disabilities who would access the Stadium Site if it was 

designed appropriately 

• I am a teacher who used the athletics facilities on a regular basis both with school and my own children 

• I am very active and would love to see more facilities in the area 

• I go to school in Cannock and am also a member of the local athletics club 

• I live in Cannock, and belong to several local sports clubs, including an athletics club. I also have children 

who attend local schools, who have to travel to Birmingham or Wolverhampton for their sports days etc. 

• I live in Hednesford, but the park is really for the youngsters 

• I live within a few miles of the Stadium Site and do use other sporting facilities although I am no longer a 

member of any particular club now 

• I previously trained at the Pye Green Stadium when a member of Cannock and Stafford AC. I live in 

Burntwood and left the club due to the amount of time it took to travel to Stafford 

• I'm a member of ramblers and encourage people I meet to get active and take part in the community to 

make the area a better place to live 

• Judo club 

• Junior football 

• Keen runner and member of the Staffordshire Search & Rescue Team. Such a site with recreational 

facilities and community meeting rooms for the volunteer sector would be very useful 

• Kingsmead Technology College x 2 

• Lichfield Women’s Cricket Club 

• Lions Club 

• Local family centre 

• Moorhill Primary School 

• MS Society 

• My family live local to this site 

• My football club used to play on stadium before loss of changing facilities 

• My husband is involved in a Sunday morning football team 

• My sons run a football team who use the Stadium Site 

• New Crazy Saints Youth Club 

• Nuffield and have children at Rainbows and senior section within the Girl Guiding Movement 

• Parent of a member of Cannock & Stafford AC 

• Ramblers Association 

• Rugeley Power Station 

• Run a local Sea Scout Group 
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• Scouts 

• Son plays Sunday football on the local pitches 

• St Aidans church 

• Stafford College/Hednesford 

• Staffordshire Football Association 

• Staffordshire University 

• Staffordshire University Academy  

• Staffordshire university Academy 6th form 

• Teacher in the area 

• Team in Cannock Chase Football League 

• Use the facilities at Cannock Leisure Centre and Chesunhay Leisure Centre 

• Walsall Cycling Club 

• Was Sports Council for some years - athletics 

• We have a small jogging club but no headquarters 

• We use the tennis courts at Hednesford Park 

• Weekly - local church, gym, zumba. 
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Section 2: Current use of the Stadium Site 
 

1. Current use of the Stadium Site 
Half of all consultees and/or their families (50%) currently use the Stadium Site on Pye Green Road. 29% of 

consultees state that they personally use the Stadium Site and a further 29% state that their family uses the 

Stadium Site. 

 

Half of consultees (50%) state that they do not use the Stadium Site and don’t know anybody who does use 

the Stadium Site. 

 

Chart 1: Current use of the Stadium Site 

 
Sample base = 383, all consultees who provided a response, multiple response 

 

 

2. Frequency of use of the Stadium Site 
Two thirds of consultees who use the Stadium Site or whose family does (66%), use this on at least a weekly 

basis. 20% of consultees use the Stadium Site every day, 32% a few times each week and 14% at least once 

per week. 

 

Nearly one fifth of consultees who use the Stadium Site (18%) use it less often than weekly. 11% use it a 

few times per month, 3% use it once a month and 5% use it less often. 

 

16% of consultees who use the Stadium Site state the frequency with which they do so varies. 
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Chart 2: Frequency of use of the Stadium Site 

 
Sample base = 190, consultees who use the Stadium Site or whose family does and provided a response, 

single response 

 

 

3. Type of use of the Stadium Site 
 

Chart 3: Type/s of use made of the Stadium Site 
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Sample base = 190, consultees who use the Stadium Site or whose family does and provided a response, 

multiple response 

 

The Stadium Site currently supports a wide range of uses, with walking/dog walking being the main activity 

which is undertaken by just over three fifths (61%) of current Stadium Site users. 

 

Football is the second main activity which the Stadium Site is used for, with just over two fifths of consultees 

(41%) identifying this activity. 

 

One quarter (25%) of Stadium Site users use the Stadium Site as a cut through. 

 

Just under one quarter of Stadium Site users (23%) take children to play and use it for general recreation 

(23%), with 21% using the Stadium Site for running/jogging. 15% of Stadium Site users use the Stadium 

Site for cycling, 13% to play other sports and 13% to meet family/friends. 

 

8% of Stadium Site users use the Stadium Site for other activities, with these detailed in List 1. 

 

4. Reasons why the Stadium Site is not used 
The main reason why consultees currently do not use the Stadium Site is the lack of facilities, identified by 

half of consultees who currently do not use the Stadium Site (50%). In addition, 15% of consultees state 

other facilities being better as a reason and 7% that other facilities are closer. 

 

One fifth of consultees (20%) state that not living close/local to the Stadium Site is a reason for not currently 

using it. 

 

Nearly one fifth of consultees (19%) state that being unsafe/feeling unsafe is a reason for not using the 

Stadium Site. 

One tenth of consultees (10%) state they are not interested in the Stadium Site as a reason. 8% were not 

aware of the Stadium Site prior to the consultation. 

 

Nearly one quarter of consultees who do not use the Stadium Site (24%) provide another reason for not 

doing so, and these are detailed in List 2. The main other reason cited in this list is that consultees thought 

the Stadium Site was closed. 

 

Chart 4: Reasons why the Stadium Site is currently not used 
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Sample base = 195, consultees who currently do not use Stadium Site and provided a response, multiple 

response 

 

5. Lists for Section 2 
 
List 1: Other uses made of the Stadium Site 
• Athletics 

• Basketball x 2 

• Tennis x2 

• Table tennis 

• Baseball 

• Cricket 

• Gymnastics 

• Cannock Chase Football League games 

• I'm disabled so go on scooter, love watching football 

• Kite flying, picnics 

• Picnics x 2 

• Referee football x 2 

• Use shops and petrol stations 

• Used to use it as an athletics track until it was closed 

• Watch football x 2 

• With the youth club at West Chadsmoor Family Centre. 

 

List 2: Other reasons for currently not using the Stadium Site 

• Age 

• As far as I was aware it is closed and has been for some considerable time 

• Because it is a field! 

• Because you shut down the stadium that used to be there, when many people used it to train! 

• Church organisations, no current facilities for members 

• Family used to use the Stadium Site until the closure and demolition of the track and field facilities 

• Have never looked around or know what facilities the Stadium Site offers although I am local 

• Have not used the facility since the Council closed the stadium 

• I am a member of a local athletics club, and need a track to train on 
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• I am completing this survey as a potential stakeholder. The Stadium Site has the potential to attract a lot 

of young people as it is in a prime location and we would be interested in supporting provision for young 

people on this site 

• I did not know the Stadium Site was still operational, I thought it had been demolished 

• I thought it had been knocked down? 

• I thought that the Stadium Site had been closed up, sold off and ear-marked for a housing development 

• I thought the Stadium Site was currently closed but did used to use it when it was home to Cannock & 

Stafford Athletics Club 

• I understood the Stadium Site to be closed 

• I used the facilities when the athletics track was available; since it was demolished I have moved to 

Stafford. I coach dedicated young athletes who are desperate for track and training facilities 

• I used to go to the Stadium Site on a regular basis for athletics until the stadium was closed to the public 

and we had to find somewhere else 

• I used to use running track, the function room for jo jingle classes when daughter was small 

• It got knocked down!!!!!! 

• It is not closed by con/libs when they ruled 

• It was my running track, but after being closed down for no reason, I am now unable to use it as that 

• It’s closed down!! 

• My daughter is a member of Cannock & Stafford AC. The club was forced to move to Rowley Park in 

Stafford a few years ago when the stadium was closed for housing development 

• Needles on the grass 

• Needs to be redeveloped so children and adults can access sport and healthy lifestyles 
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• No cycling facilities 

• No facilities 

• No facilities available currently due to demolishing 

• Nothing for people of my age to do unless dog owner - other commitments 

• Nothing there to use in my opinion 

• OAP 

• Other than the athletics club, not sure what goes on there 

• Our athletics stadium was demolished! 

• Our school is currently using our own facilities but would like to use the Stadium Site when it has been 

developed 

• Some children know it’s there but say it's just a field - just trees and nothing to do 

• Stadium closed when my friend’s team played there 

• The Stadium Site is unusable in its present state 

• The track (which I used to use 3 times a week) was closed 5 years ago 

• There is no point using this facility in its current state. When I walk past there is broken glass and people 

hanging around drinking and smoking. Do not feel safe 

• There is nothing on the Stadium Site to use! 

• There are only football pitches 

• Thought it was closed 

• To my knowledge for over 35 years the stadium has been a meeting place for youths to drink, smoke, 

take drugs, fight etc. It should be cleared and the area used for much needed housing 

• Too old 

• Used it when younger, but not used it for many years 

• Used to use it when it was athletics stadium 

• We are both pensioners 

• We are now 80+ years old but previously ran a dance group and enjoyed putting 

• We used it for the athletics club till you closed it down 

• Years ago it was fabulous, running track, tennis, recreation area, nice benches, flower beds - all derelict 

now, a disgrace. 
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Section 3: Stadium Site potential facilities 
 

1. Range of facilities for the Stadium Site 
 
Chart 1: The range of sport and recreation facilities which consultees would like to see made 

available on the Stadium Site 
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Sample base = 364 for sport and 362 for recreation, all consultees who provided a response, multiple 

response 

Consultees were asked which sport and recreation facilities they would like to see made available on the 

Stadium Site. 

 

The interest in the potential facilities which could be made available on the Stadium Site is illustrated by both 

the level and range of responses. 

 

Sport facilities: 
85% of consultees would like to see some form of sport provision made available on the Stadium Site. 

 

Regarding sporting facilities; 71% of consultees would like to see an athletics training facility and 68% would 

like to see some form of football pitches.  

 

Nearly three fifths of consultees (58%) would like to see adult football pitches, 53% junior football pitches 

and 27% mini football pitches. 

 

In total nearly three fifths of consultees (57%) would like to see some form of provision for children/young 

people, with around two fifths of consultees each liking to see; children’s play area for 0-5 year olds (38%), 

for 5-11 year olds (40%) and for 11-16 year olds (42%).  

 

Over half of consultees (54%) would like to see a multi-use games area. 

 

Nearly two fifths of consultees (38%) would like to see tennis courts. 

 

Just under one fifth of consultees would like to see cricket pitches (18%) hockey pitches (16%) and Rugby 

Union pitches (16%). 

 

Supporting this provision of sports facilities, 68% of consultees would like to see changing facilities and 64% 

would like to see floodlights. 

 

Nearly one fifth of consultees (19%) would like to see other sports facilities, and these are detailed in List 1. 

A cycle track/velodrome and gym facilities are the main other facilities identified in this list. 

 

Recreation facilities: 
94% of consultees would like to see some form of recreation facilities made available on the Stadium Site. 

 

70% of consultees would like to see paths for walking/dog walking/jogging made available on the Stadium 

Site. 

 

Nearly half of consultees (48%) would like to see cycle paths made available. 

 

Just under two fifths of consultees (37%) would like to see informal open recreation space and 34% would 

like to see picnic/barbeque areas. 

 

Just over one fifth of consultees (22%) would like to see a bowling green and 12% would like to see 

allotments 

 

46% of consultees would like community/facility rooms to be made available. 

 

Supporting this recreational activity, just over three quarters of consultees (76%) would like to see toilets 

made available. 

 

66% of consultees would like to see car parking made available and 65% would like to see benches/seating. 
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56% of consultees would like lighting to be available, 44% would like landscaping, and 39% would like a 

kiosk to be made available. 

 

12% of consultees identified other recreational facilities they would like to see available, with these detailed 

in List 1. 

2. Preference for sport and recreation facilities on the Stadium Site 
As it is possible that all facilities identified by consultees could not be provided on the Stadium Site, they 

were asked to rank up to 10 sport and recreation facilities which they would most like to see provided. 

 

They were asked to rank the top 10 from “1st” for the facility they would most like to see through to “10th”. 

They did not have to rank for 10 facilities. For example, if there were only 5 facilities they would like to see 

provided, then they would rank these 5 facilities from “1st” through to “5th”. 

 

A significant range of data was generated through this question, and has been produced in a number of 

formats to illustrate this. 

 

Chart 2.1 details the proportion of consultees who provided a ranking for each of the facilities in their “top 

10” preference. The percentage detailed against each facility therefore details the proportion of consultees 

who provided a ranking for that facility. 

 

Sport facilities: 

Over three fifths of consultees (62%) ranked an athletics training facility in their top 10 preferences of 

facilities to be made available. 

 

This is followed by just over half of consultees (52%) who ranked junior football pitches in their top 10 

preferences of facilities and 44% who ranked adult football pitches within their top 10 preferences. 21% of 

consultees ranked mini football pitches. 

 

Over one third of consultees (36%) ranked a multi-use games area within their top 10 preferences. 

 

Similar proportions of consultees ranked children’s play area for 0-5 year olds (30%), 5-11 year olds (33%) 

and 11-16 year olds (32%) in their top 10 preferences of the facilities they would like to see made available 

on the Stadium Site. 

 

Nearly one quarter of consultees (23%) ranked tennis courts within their top 10 preferences. 

 

Just over one tenth of consultees ranked cricket pitches (13%). 8% ranked hockey pitches and 8% ranked 

Rugby Union pitches. 9% ranked other sports facilities which are detailed in List 2. 

 

Just over half of consultees (52%) ranked changing facilities in their top 10 of sport and recreation facilities 

and 42% ranked floodlights. 

 
Recreation facilities: 
Just over half of all consultees (52%) ranked paths for walking/dog walking/jogging in their top 10 selection 

for facilities on the Stadium Site. Around one quarter of consultees each placed community facility rooms 

(27%), cycle paths (27%) and landscaping (26%) in their top 10 preferred facilities. 

 

Around one fifth of consultees included; informal open recreation space (19%), picnic/barbeque areas (18%) 

and a kiosk (18%) in their top 10 preferred facilities. Just over one tenth of consultees (12%) identified a 

bowling green and 7% an allotment in their top 10 choice. 9% of consultees identified other recreation 

facilities, and these are detailed in List 2.  

 

Supporting these recreation facilities, 63% of consultees identified toilets as being in their top 10 choice, 

46% car parking, 36% benches/seating and 30% gave lighting a ranking from 1-10. 
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Chart 2.1: Proportion of consultees who provided a ranking of “1-10” for each of the facilities 
which they would like to see made available on the Stadium Site 

 

Sample base = 354, all consultees who provided a response, single response for each facility 
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Chart 2.2: Proportion of consultees who ranked each of the facilities as “1st” regarding the 
facility they would most like to see at the Stadium Site 

 

Sample base = 354, all consultees who provided a response, single response for each facility 

NB – Hockey pitches = 0.3%. 

 
By illustrating the proportion of consultees who ranked each facility as the one they would most like to see, 

the proportion of consultees who ranked; adult football pitches (12%), athletics training facility (11%), paths 
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for walking/dog walking/jogging (10%) and junior football pitches (8%) illustrates the emphasis placed on 

these facilities as being of most importance when compared to the other facilities. 

 

 

 

Chart 2.3: Mean rating of ranking of facilities consultees would like to see made available 

 

Sample base = 354, all consultees who provided a response, single response for each facility 

Mean rating calculated for each facility on a scale of 1-10, where a rating of 10 = the 1st ranked facility 

through to a rating of 1 = the 10th ranked facility and a 0 rating for where the facility was not ranked. 

 

Chart 2.3.provides another analysis of the ranking provided by consultees. It is based on a mean rating of 

the rankings provided with a rating of 10 where a facility is ranked as “most want to see” to 1 where the 
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facility is ranked as “10th most want to see”. A rating of “0” was provided to the proportion of consultees who 

did not rank each facility from 1-10.  

 

This analysis again illustrates the emphasis placed on the demand for an athletics training facility, junior 

football pitches and adult football pitches regarding sport provision. This is supported by the demand for 

changing rooms and floodlights. The emphasis on paths for walking/dog walking/jogging is also emphasised 

again with regard to recreation facilities. Supporting these facilities is the emphasis on the demand for 

toilets, car parking and benches/seating areas. 

For completeness of presentation of data, Table 2 details the actual percentage of consultees providing each 

of the rankings for each facility. 

 

Table 1: Percentage of consultees providing each ranking for each of the facilities they 
would like to see made available on the Stadium Site 

 

Facility Rank           

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th No 
rank 
 

Toilets 3% 4% 7% 7% 10% 8% 8% 5% 5% 6% 37% 

Athletics training facility 11% 5% 5% 6% 3% 2% 6% 4% 3% 18% 38% 

Junior football pitches 8% 8% 4% 3% 1% 5% 4% 5% 7% 6% 48% 

Changing facilities 2% 6% 5% 8% 7% 3% 5% 7% 6% 4% 48% 

Paths for walking/jogging 10% 6% 2% 5% 5% 8% 4% 4% 2% 6% 48% 

Car parking 2% 3% 3% 5% 6% 8% 6% 3% 6% 5% 54% 

Adult football pitches 12% 6% 2% 1% 1% 2% 4% 3% 6% 7% 56% 

Floodlights 1% 2% 5% 6% 5% 5% 5% 5% 8% 2% 58% 

Multi-use games 1% 3% 4% 5% 5% 4% 4% 3% 3% 4% 64% 

Benches/seating 2% 3% 4% 4% 5% 5% 3% 4% 3% 3% 64% 

Children's play area 5-11 years 2% 4% 3% 4% 4% 2% 2% 3% 5% 3% 67% 

Youth facilities 11-16 years 2% 2% 5% 3% 3% 3% 3% 4% 2% 4% 68% 

Children's play area 0-5 years 4% 3% 3% 3% 2% 3% 4% 3% 3% 4% 70% 

Lighting 1% 1% 3% 4% 4% 3% 3% 4% 4% 3% 70% 

Cycle paths 2% 4% 2% 2% 2% 2% 5% 2% 3% 4% 73% 

Community/facility rooms 2% 3% 3% 3% 4% 3% 3% 2% 3% 2% 73% 

Landscaping 2% 1% 4% 1% 4% 3% 5% 2% 2% 2% 74% 

Tennis courts 1% 1% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 1% 4% 3% 77% 

Mini football pitches 1% 2% 5% 1% 1% 1% 3% 5% 1% 1% 79% 

Informal open recreation 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3% 1% 2% 81% 

Kiosk 2% 1% 2% 2% 1% 2% 2% 3% 2% 1% 82% 

Picnic/barbeque 2% 1% 2% 2% 3% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 82% 

Cricket pitches 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 0% 2% 1% 2% 87% 

Bowling green 1% 2% 0.3% 2% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 88% 

Other sports facilities 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 0.3% 91% 

Other recreation facilities 1% 1% 0.3% 2% 0.3% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 91% 

Rugby Union pitches 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0.3% 1% 92% 

Hockey pitches 0.3% 1% 2% 0.3% 1% 1% 0.3% 1% 1% 0.3% 92% 
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Allotments 1% 1% 1% 1% 0.3% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0.3% 93% 

 

Sample base = 354, all consultees who provided a response, single response for each facility 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Lists for Section 3 
 
List 1: Other sport and recreation facilities consultees would like to see made available at the 

Stadium Site 

Sport facilities: 

• 400m athletic track 

• 4g all-weather pitch 

• A changing places facility would greatly increase the levels of social inclusion for disabled people 

• A large bop it style piece of equipment for teenagers such as the equipment available in the park at Ayr 

in Scotland 

• Activities for the over 50s! 

• Adult outdoor gym 

• Adult/senior equipment 

• All weather pitch 

• Already adult Sunday football 

• Archery x 2 

• As a cycle coach the area is lacking traffic free environments to offer cycle coaching skills to people from 

Cannock, Rugeley and the surrounding area. Being able to offer a safe venue for adults and children to 

learn cycling skills may then give them the confidence to further explore the local area by bike but also 

contribute to improving the health and fitness of the local community 

• As well as a track, there should be facilities for jumping and throwing events 

• Astroturf football 

• Athletics events that the public can go to watch 

• Athletics stadium fit for competition including internal throwing area (Rowley Park having lost throws 

area to synthetic pitch) 

• BMX facilities 

• BMX park as Cannock doesn’t have one 

• BMX 

• Bowling alley 

• Changing places facility 

• Climbing wall 

• Club room and bar for hospitality 

• Community facilities 

• Crazy golf x2 

• Cycle track x 2 

• Cycle track/velodrome 

• Cycling track (as per Aldersley Stadium in Wolverhampton) 

• Cycling track/BMX track or pump track 

• Cycling velodrome 

• Cycling x 3 

• Dance studio 

• Didn’t the Stadium Site previously be used for athletics purposes? It was a real shame to take the 

decision, whoever that was, to demolish the stadium!! 

• Disability facilities 

• Especially a javelin throwing area after being let down by SBC 

• Floodlit artificial grass pitch for football training and match use 
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• Green gym 

• Greyhound race track 

• Gym 

• Hockey pitches 

• Housing 

• Hydrotherapy pool 

• I think a youth club heavily disguised as a trendy internet style cafe would be good and would attract 

teenagers who would not otherwise be supervised but would then perhaps receive a tiny bit of guidance 

• I would like an area where all ages can enjoy the water; adults can sit and chill on nice warm days 

• Improved car parking and access at Princess Street 

• Improvements to Cannock would make more sense 

• Indoor flat green bowling club 

• Indoor gymnasium where classes can take place for a reasonable price as classes at leisure centres are 

often expensive 

• Indoor sports facility for multi-use e.g. Gymnastics, variety of martial arts, boxing 

• Indoor sprint track  

• It had most of the above facilities before it was demolished 

• Judo 

• Netball courts, floodlights as well 

• Nice benches 

• Open air gym equipment 

• Orienteering 

• Outdoor cycle velodrome with an athletics/running track inside it 

• Outdoor gym x2 

• Outside gym equipment - disabled, elderly 

• Paddling pool, more importantly rangers and locked at night and made secure during holiday times 

• Putting green 

• Rebuild the track as it was before 

• Replaced athletics stadium for meetings not just a training facility 

• Rock climbing 

• Roller skate section 

• Running track x 2 

• Scooter 

• Scooter park 

• Sensory garden  

• Skate  

• Skate park x 3 

• Skateboard x 2 

• Somewhere to play on my motor bike 

• Swimming pool (not very likely) so exercise for disabled people 

• Swimming 

• There is an excellent leisure pool in Cannock, local parks, recreational areas, football pitches, rugby and 

hockey clubs throughout Cannock/Hednesford area. There is no cause to spend unnecessary expense on 

a new stadium which will not be well used and become an expensive white elephant 

• This site used to house a cycling track which was at the time, one of the best in the country apart from it 

needed resurfacing. To continue with the Olympic legacy, it would be great to see the return of the 

cycling track 

• Toilets 

• Trail fitness 

• Trampolines 

• Whatever the majority vote for due to not having younger children 

• Wildlife area 

• Will attract noise 

• With regard to the design it should be intergenerational and with careful planning and design could be an 

innovative site, for example seating areas could be used as grinding bars for skaters, multi-functional 
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surfaces could be equipped for all sorts of sporting activities such as bowls, football, hockey etc.  

Floodlights or suitable lighting to enable the facilities to be used at any time of the day/night 

• Would like to see it become a community hub to work in partnership with existing community groups. 
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Recreation facilities: 
• All areas well maintained not left as wild areas that end up as beds of nettles 

• An athletics track and training facilities 

• Anything that will give people something to do 

• Areas of rough natural grounds to be left as hedgehogs are active in this area and are on red list 

nationwide as an endangered species 

• Assault course type training facility 

• Athletics track (please!) 

• Bar 

• Bar and cafe 

• Benches 

• Changing places' toilet facilities for the disabled 

• Cinema activities for over 50s 

• Crazy golf 

• Cycle path to be shared by scooter users 

• Dipping ponds, water play area 

• Greyhound race track 

• Horse riding paths 

• Housing 

• I would find a place for allotments to help with the security of the Stadium Site 

• Indoor sports hall 

• Outdoor swimming pool, or wet play area. 

• Outside green gym, archery, rock climbing 

• Putting green, crazy golf (at a small charge) 

• Skate park 

• Stadium seating 

• Tennis court 

• There is an excellent leisure pool in Cannock, local parks, recreational areas, football pitches, rugby and 

hockey clubs throughout Cannock/Hednesford area. There is no cause to spend unnecessary expense on 

a new stadium which will not be well used and become an expensive white elephant 

• Walking, jogging but no dogs! 

• We do need a community centre 

• You've got Cannock Chase right next door for dog walking and joggers! 

 
List 2: Other facilities ranked in the top 10 preference consultees would like to see made 

available at the Stadium Site 

• A floodlit 3G training and match day facility for football 

• Activities for 11-16 years so they have somewhere to go rather than wandering the streets causing 

trouble 

• All weather pitch 

• An outdoor velodrome would be amazing after all the interest from the Olympics - local clubs could use it 

and let’s train some local talent 

• Areas for special events, charity stall, markets etc. 

• As detailed previously open air gym and large bop it 

• Dog free area 

• Astroturf as well as grass pitches 

• Cafe and safe parking, toilets 

• Cannot specify whatever can be accommodated and maintained, provision for an athletics club would be 

ideal! 

• Car parking should be priority, putting green 

• Cinema activities for over 50s 

• Clear all area around stadium for instance where bungalows back onto this area and new fencing at top 

of gardens 

• Crazy golf 
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• Cycling 

• Cycling track x2 

• Dance studio 

• Disabilities 

• Facilities for spectators i.e. covered stands, seats etc. 

• Greyhound race track 

• Housing x2 

• I strongly disagree in wasting money on rebuilding a new stadium 

• Indoor multi-use sport training facility for sprint training, gymnastics, martial arts etc. 

• It should be a fitness health and community area for all 

• Judo 

• Mini golf 

• Outdoor gym 

• Outside green gym 

• Paddling pool 

• Pond dipping, water play area 

• Putting green 

• Rugby 

• Sand pits 

• Skate park 

• Skateboard/scooter/BMX park 

• Stadium seating 

• Toilets - senior equipment - landscaping of community gardens or allotment applications agreed, lighting 

• Walkways suitable for wheelchair users 

• We do need a community centre. 
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Section 4: Options for the development of the Stadium Site 
 
1. Facilities for people with disabilities 
Nearly half of consultees (48%) provided comments on what they would like to see provided at the Stadium 

Site for people with disabilities. 

 

These open comments are provided in List 1. 

 

There is significant demand for a venue which provides inclusion for all. This is supported by the number of 

comments relating to the fact that the facilities available for people with disabilities should be the same as 

for those available for everyone. 

 

The need for ease of access and relevant pathways are highlighted as being important. 

 

The provision of; toilets, ramps, parking, changing rooms and seating are identified as resources which 

should be available for people with disabilities. 

 

With regard to specific sports, wheelchair basketball and athletics were identified as two areas of provision 

for people with disabilities. 

 

Reference was made to the success of the Paralympics, and the opportunity to provide a legacy to this 

success was identified. 

 

2. Priority access to facilities 
 

Chart 2: Whether priority access to any of the facilities should be given to local schools and 
sports/youth/church clubs 

 
Sample base = 356, all consultees who provided a response, single response  

 

Just over three fifths of consultees (62%) feel that local schools and sports/youth/church clubs should be 

given priority access to any of the facilities proposed at the Stadium Site. 

 

Nearly one fifth of consultees (19%) feel that such priority should not be given and the same proportion 

(19%) is unsure. 
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The facilities which local schools and sports/youth/church clubs should have access to are detailed in List 2. 

The two main facilities mentioned are athletics and football, with all activities and sports days also 

mentioned. 

3. Preference for a sport hub, recreation hub or a hub for both sport 
and recreation 

 

Chart 3: Preference for a sport hub, a recreation hub or a hub for both sport and recreation 

 
 

Sample base = 353, all consultees who provided a response, single response 

 

Over four fifths of consultees (82%) state a preference for a mixed hub for both sport and recreation. Just 

over one tenth of consultees (12%) state a preference for a sport only hub and 4% state a preference for a 

recreation only hub. 2% of consultees are unsure. 

 

The reason for their preference is detailed in List 3. 

 

The main reason for a preference for a mixed sport and recreation hub is that it would appeal to a wider 

audience – providing resources for those who are keen on sport and those who are not so keen on sport but 

would benefit from recreational facilities. It could also encourage people currently not interested in sport to 

become involved. 

 

It provides the opportunity for inclusion, providing resources for all within the community, catering for all 

interests and ages, a real community provision. It is seen that sport and recreation facilities go “hand in 

hand”. It is what is needed in the area. 

 

It is also seen as the best use to be made of the land, and that the Stadium Site would be used more if there 

were facilities for both purposes. The use of the facility will support the quality of provision and its 

sustainability. 

 

The provision must meet a wide range of needs and encourage use. 

 

The preference for a sport only facility was supported by comments that there is a lack of facilities in the 

area and that the focus should be on sport. 
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4. Lists for Section 4 
 

List 1: Facilities consultees would like to see made available for people with disabilities 
• A changing places toilet and wherever possible all equipment and recreational activities to be accessible 

• A flat path which they can use easily to admire the facilities and use as a fitness leisure area 

• A park with swings/roundabout 

• A place to practice sports seen at the Paralympics 

• A road to the pitches and athletics and better parking spaces for both, perhaps a car park behind the 

goal posts 

• A room to meet in, an exercise room. Pathways, paved, suitable for wheelchairs and electric scooter. 

Toilets that are purpose built for disabled use and with a carer 

• Access to all areas for wheelchair victims, a lift if any buildings are available. Ramps to certain stepped 

areas or buildings 

• Access to all facilities x 2 

• Access to all inside facilities 

• Access to all parts of site 

• Access to all sporting activities 

• Access to all that able bodies people can access 

• Access to all the areas of the facilities 

• Access to athletics training and tennis courts 

• Access to recreation/specialist facilities/community areas 

• Accessible paths, free disabled playground, disabled toilets 

• Accessible ramps, low level facilities 

• Adapted equipment to help exercise 

• Adapted sports facilities, changing area, easy access 

• Adult outdoor gym equipment 

• All 

• All aspects of sport, picnic/bench areas and some landscaping for wildlife that can be enjoyed, toilets and 

refreshment areas 

• All facilities 

• All facilities available 

• All facilities can be equally available to both able body and disabled, I don't think there needs to be a 

distinct segregation as long as facilities allow proper access 

• All facilities should be accessible for people with disabilities 

• All facilities should be accessible for people with disabilities, thought should be given to sensory 

surroundings 

• All facilities user friendly and safe for people with disabilities 

• All of the above 

• All relevant facilities chosen for site 

• All should be available for disabled use 

• All that are available 

• All the same as anyone where possible 

• All types of sport facilities for them 

• An area where they can play ball games 

• Any facilities would be good 

• Anything that helps 

• Anything that they can take part in 

• Archery x 4 

• Area to play wheelchair basketball or similar 

• Areas they can access, ramped areas 

• Areas with seating 

• As able bodied I don't feel I could speak on their behalf, however I do think facilities for the elderly 

should be considered 

• Athletic facilities x 3 
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• Athletics facilities to be suitable for disabled competition 

• Athletics facility, access to changing rooms, access to community room 

• Athletics track and the field events accessible for all 

• Athletics track and training centre inspired by the Paralympic games, perhaps an area for archery 

• Athletics track x 2 

• Athletics training 

• Athletics training facilities and easy access areas to get on track. Nice flat areas in the surrounding 

grounds making it easy to use mobility scooters and wheelchairs. Parking close to the facilities 

• Athletics training facilities at set times; also an indoor multi-use facility could be used for a number of 

disabled sports such as wheelchair basketball etc. 

• Athletics training facilities x 2 

• Athletics x 5 

• Basketball x 3 

• Benches x 2 

• Benches/seating 

• Bingo 

• Bowling 

• Bowling green 

• Bowls club can be used for all ages and the game can be played by people of all disabilities. There is only 

one club in Staffordshire at Tamworth 

• Car parking 

• Changing places x 4 

• Cinema 

• Clean walking area including wheelchair access 

• Comfortable seating 

• Community facilities x 2  

• Covered seating or area for wheelchairs and carers 

• Croquet x 2 

• Cycle paths which could be used for wheelchair users 

• Cycling 

• Decent changing facilities 

• Decent disabled access and toilets etc. 

• Decent paths for wheelchairs 

• Decent toilets 

• Disabilities "walk" in wheelchair, there is one on Cannock Chase 

• Disability access for sport facilities 

• Disability access to all the facilities 

• Disability football can be played on natural and synthetic turf - so long as access and appropriate 

ancillary is available 

• Disability friendly park/play area (mind you, its next to SNAP so is there a point?) 

• Disabled access and inclusion 

• Disabled access to any buildings, disabled seating and disabled toilets 

• Disabled access to the track 

• Disabled basketball 

• Disabled changing facilities and toilets 

• Disabled parking x 4 

• Disabled sports facilities 

• Disabled toilet/changing facilities 

• Disabled toilets x 8 

• Ease of access and activities for them 

• Ease of access to any areas of stadium 

• Ease of access to the various facilities 

• Easy access (e.g. Ramps, etc.) 
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• Easy access and ramps for wheelchairs 

• Easy access for disabled persons throughout the Stadium Site 

• Easy access to all facilities 

• Easy access to toilets, changing and community room 

• Easy access x 5 

• Easy access, clear flat walking  

• Easy access, flat walking areas 

• Easy pathways for wheelchairs 

• Easy scooter paths, physical activity, exercise rooms, we can do some exercises and thi chi calm exercise 

• Equipment that is suitable 

• Even pathways for wheelchair users 

• Facilities accessible for everyone 

• Facilities for participating in whatever there is a need for. This should have been my number 1 priority 

response to Q7 

• Facilities that allow as many people of all abilities to enjoy and participate in as many sports as possible 

• Facilities that allow disabled people to access sport - like they were able to in the Paralympics 

• Flat areas suitable for all wheelchairs 

• Flat even access for mobility scooters and wheelchairs 

• Flat open area for people with wheelchairs or hand bikes to be able to use 

• Flat paths and landscaping 

• General access 

• Good access facilities 

• Good level pathways throughout the open space for wheelchair use 

• Good parking 

• Good toilet facilities 

• Greyhound race track 

• Hard pathways 

• Hydrotherapy 

• Hydrotherapy pool  

• I think the Olympics have told us what people with disabilities can do 

• In room facilities 

• Increase to facilities at Cannock Park 

• It would be nice to have a swimming pool but know it would be very costly 

• Just accessibility really 

• Just accessibility to all areas 

• Just hard paths 

• Kiosk 

• Level access or ramps 

• Lifts x 2 

• Lights 

• Lots of accessibility for wheelchairs 

• Maybe sensory garden 

• Mixed sports 

• Multi sports 

• Not so much disabilities but schools sports days were used a lot 

• Not sure but something would be nice 

• Open areas that are easily accessed without steps 

• Outdoor simple gym equipment 

• Parking x 2 

• Parking (plenty) 

• Path safe for wheelchair users 

• Paths x 2 

• Paths, walkways 

• Paths, wheelchair friendly 
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• Pathways for unassisted wheelchairs 

• Pathways that are wide and accessible to wheelchairs 

• Pathways they can use to start with. There are no paths down to pitch 2-3 they could use with comfort 

even as spectators! 

• Pathways x 2 

• Pathways, landscaping 

• People with disabilities should be able to get access to any sporting or recreational facility which is 

developed at the Stadium Site 

• Places for disabled people to play 

• Play area x 2 

• Play area, recreational area 

• Playground to suit their disabilities 

• Playroom/sports room for special needs 

• Plenty of benches along walkways with lighting 

• Plenty of seating 

• Proper facilities so they have the full use of every available use 

• Proper pathways to start with there is SNAP play area nearby 

• Race track 

• Ramp access  

• Ramps etc.  

• Ramps from any elevated areas 

• Ramps if necessary 

• Ramps in appropriate places 

• Ramps in leisure area 

• Ramps next to stairs 

• Ramps rather than steps 

• Ramps x 6 

• Ramps, wide enough passageways 

• Rebound 

• Rebound therapy  

• Rugby 

• Same as ours 

• Same, to sit and watch 

• Seated areas 

• Seating   

• Seating at front of stands 

• Seats high enough to sit down and rise again (not like Asda Backcrofts) 

• Sensory area 

• Sensory garden 

• Smooth paths 

• Sport and leisure activities 

• Sport athletic facilities with changing rooms and toilet, refreshment facilities for all 

• Sport facilities x 3 

• Sports courts 

• Sports facilities 

• The ability for them to be able to take part in athletics  

• The same as able-bodied 

• The same as able-bodied people 

• There are already a number of facilities for the disabled provided at the leisure, community and social 

centres with good access and disabled parking. Perhaps Hednesford Park could be enhanced, maybe a 

food and drinks kiosk/cafe and toilets. Money that would have been spent on the stadium could be spent 

on Hednesford Park 

• These people need facilitating as much as anyone so anything they can manage 
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• Those equal to able bodied 

• Toilet access by key 

• Toilet and sports facilities, bearing in mind success of Paralympics 

• Toilet facilities 

• Toilet facilities 

• Toilet facilities, dignity curtains 

• Toilet x 2 

• Toileting including changing bed 

• Toilets x 14 

• Toilets/changing rooms, 

• Track wheelchair 

• Trampolines 

• Treasure 

• Unrestricted access to all areas 

• Walkways for wheelchairs gardens 

• We have to be open minded about the needs of our locally disabled residents - I have no contacts and 

don't feel able to make suggestions. However the recent Paralympic games shows what can be done with 

the right facilities and I feel that people with specialised knowledge need to be consulted 

• Whatever you provide for able bodied 

• Wheelchair access for watching Sunday league football 

• Wheelchair access to all areas 

• Wheelchair access x5 

• Wheelchair accessible paths and play equipment. 

• Wheelchair basketball x 5 

• Wheelchair friendly paths 

• Wheelchair friendly training tracks 

• Wheelchair friendly, games facilities 

• Wheelchair paths 

• Wheelchair sports 

• When considering what facilities and recreation to develop at the stadium it would be advantageous to be 

able to adapt them for the disabled without going to the cost of having separate facilities 

• Where possible all facilities have access for people with disabilities 

• Whichever is available for disabled, that is everything 

• Wide paths 

• Wide paths for wheelchair users/children's pushchairs 

• Wider paths and openings for wheelchair access, benches for resting, large toilets with handrails, ramps 

where needed, disabled parking, lifts. 

 
List 2: Facilities for which priority access should be given 
• Access for sports days 

• Access for the kids 

• Access to athletics facilities of evening and weekend mornings 

• All of them x 4 

• All organisations would need to be encouraged to use facilities to make project viable 

• All playing and changing areas 

• All sport things 

• All sports 

• All sports facilities 

• All sports facilities to encourage children to participate 

• Any activity 

• Any of the above 

• Any of the facilities they wish to use 

• Any sports training is advantageous 
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• Anything that becomes available 

• Anything that keeps kids off streets and reduces amount of trouble because they are bored and got 

nowhere else to go 

• As and when needed, football matches, sports days etc. 

• As part of the community they should be encouraged to use the Stadium Site but also they would be able 

to give some of their coaching expertise to the local people 

• As such as the swimming times available at our local baths, this is inaccessible when schools use it 

Monday-Friday and in evenings when used by clubs (except lunch time in week) 

• Assistance to engage youth 

• Athletic sporting facilities 

• Athletic training 

• Athletics x 13 

• Athletics and schools wanting to use the facilities that they do not have available to them 

• Athletics club 

• Athletics facilities, football pitches 

• Athletics facility as it was in the past 

• Athletics mainly 

• Athletics training 

• Athletics training and competition track 

• Athletics training facilities for clubs (Cannock & Staffs AC) 

• Available for 1 hour periods supervised by adults 

• Basketball 

• Be able to hire rooms for activities and days out 

• BMX track/pump track excellent fitness and enjoyment for all age groups 

• Book facilities - first come, first served 

• Book football pitches and any other sports 

• Book football training over there and pitches 

• Cafe for teenagers which is really a youth club to attract troublesome teenagers and keep them out of 

trouble 

• Cannock and Stafford Athletics Club should be priority 

• Cannock Athletics schools meeting can take place at the Cannock site instead of in Wolverhampton 

• Cannock schools athletics can take place at the Stadium Site instead of traveling to Wolverhampton  - 

sports days for local schools  local football teams can use it for cup games 

• Certain evenings and school holidays 

• Changing facilities x 4 

• Charter standard football clubs 

• Church groups and youth group - not schools, they have enough catered for them 

• Clubs 

• Community clubs, free school use, adults football 11 aside and 6 aside 

• Community/facility rooms 

• Concessions towards costs, support to promote the facilities available - make good use of the facilities 

• Cricket x 2 

• Cycling 

• Depending on the facilities schools should be given access to improve youth sports 

• Depending on what facility is developed on the Stadium Site then the sports clubs who train for that 

sport will obviously want to use the brand new facility. The clubs will probably use the facility more than 

the general public because they will already have a membership but will then encourage the general 

public to be involved in the sport that they are going to provide at the facility 

• During school hours in term-time 

• During school hours providing links with local clubs who use the venue 

• During school time 

• During term time all relevant facilities should be prioritised for school clubs/classes 

• Events throughout school hours 
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• Everyone should be encouraged to use whatever sporting facilities are available in whatever capacity is 

possible. There should not be any enforced exclusions 

• Everyone should be involved, no matter what 

• Football x 12 

• Football as an existing user of the Stadium Site - their needs should be protected 

• Football fields 

• Football pitches x 6 

• Football x 2  

• For sports days 

• Hockey 

• I play for a football team competing in the Cannock Chase football league, and some of the Council 

pitches we play on are not very good at all. I’d like to see more well maintained pitches available to the 

Cannock Chase League 

• It would be great to be able to use the facilities in an evening, especially football pitches and multi-use 

game areas for the Youth Club on Princess Street. 

• In term time 

• It should be available for anybody wanting to get fitter/healthier 

• Junior football pitches 

• Lessons or inter school tournaments in more sports other than football, rugby, cricket, and other facilities 

are available in the area 

• Ll sports facilities x 2 

• Local clubs/schools could use the football playing area. Consideration should be given for all weather 

playing surfaces on 1 of the pitches with floodlights for use during evenings. 

• Local football clubs 

• Local schools 

• Local schools should be able to use free of charge. This Council need to encourage sporting activity in the 

area 

• Most sports 

• Multi-use games 

• Negotiation would need to take place to ensure all facilities are accessible to the whole community 

• Not priority access but allowed use at designated times i.e. during the day when private use is low 

• Not schools as they have facilities. Sports/youth/church clubs especially in evening to give kids aims 

• Not sure about priority but as long as everyone has a chance to use, yes 

• Open to all community 

• Our school is just across the road from the stadium and we would welcome the opportunity to use the 

junior football pitches, athletics tracks, etc. to broaden their access to as many different sports as 

possible. This will hopefully lead to a lifelong enjoyment of sport and encourage parents to be involved 

• Play areas and sports facilities 

• Primarily an athletic club with youth and church clubs also to be given some priority. This might 

encourage uncommitted residents to become more involved 

• Priority during term time and during the day, they should have a planned programme 

• Priority should be given to disadvantaged groups i.e. unemployed, people with mental health problems, 

etc. 

• Pye Green Road schools 

• Rugby 

• Running 

• Running tracks x 3 

• School athletics matches 

• School football 

• School sports 

• School sports and inter school sports 

• School sports days etc., local sports clubs and individual sports persons 

• Schools and childcare centres, local athletic clubs (Cannock area and within short radius), junior football 

clubs (local area only), scouts, cubs, brownies 
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• Schools and sports clubs 

• Schools could be very good users during the day and as children would use they may well develop 

further use in their own time and develop a respect for the facility. Equally youth groups etc. could help 

to develop a full use of facilities 

• Schools in school time. Football on Sunday. Local athletics clubs on weekday evenings 

• Schools to use running track 

• Schools x 2 

• Schools, local teams priority use 

• Small ones 

• Sport and recreation 

• Sporting facilities - to improve sporting outcomes from early years to ks4 and beyond (parents/elderly) 

• Sporting games between different schools and clubs 

• Sports x 2 

• Sports club, yes, schools - no, many have their own facilities 

• Sports clubs - there should be facilities for people who want to play competitive sport. 

• Sports clubs should be given priority at times they can book the stadium out 

• Sports clubs, youth clubs 

• Sports days 

• Sports days etc. 

• Sports facilities 

• Sports facilities, help with obesity and discipline of sport 

• Sports track events, keep fir classes 

• Sports track, pitches - encourage other sports not available at schools, trampolines 

• Sports training 

• Sports, youth and church groups to whatever required if they do not have their own facilities 

• Tennis x 4 

• The athletics club used to use the facilities as one of their bases it has bred past Olympic athletes and 

hopefully will breed some new one. It would be a great starting ground for young and old and would be 

extensively used by all those with a vested interest 

• The entire Cannock Chase District desperately needs a good quality athletics facility as local high schools 

have to travel to Wolverhampton for district competitions. The local athletics club have to travel to 

Stafford to train. These should be priority groups to encourage young people into sport 

• The local athletics club needs its track back. Schools should have reduced rates to encourage use, as 

previously it was felt too expensive to hire the stadium, the same applies for local groups. More use 

could be made of community rooms for hire to local groups such as nursery groups or brownies 

• The local children are Cannock Chase Council's priority, these are the future generation 

• The whole site should be geared up to involving the younger generations and any club which may be able 

to provide them with activities 

• There’s not an athletics track in the Chase area and up till the previous site was closed the local schools 

used the facility for sports days and inter schools tournaments, there are athletes in the area which now 

have to travel to other facilities to train, so yes it would be a good idea to allow clubs and schools to use 

the facility 

• They can be trained better for the near future for upcoming athletics and footballers 

• They should play their part 

• To carry out a survey of the above schools, clubs etc. to find out what facilities that are needed the most 

• To encourage a healthy lifestyle and raise expectations in our youngsters - success breeds success! 

• To ensure consistent and arranged use of the venue. Without which, the area risks being misused or 

running into ill repair 

• To help keep young people off streets 

• To help the next generation of sports competitors 

• To keep fit and have fun 

• To running tracks 

• To use facilities to support activities 
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• To use the facilities to help with health and to keep the anti-social behaviour down 

• Training track 

• Use for people who want to train and play there 

• Use in school time 

• Use of athletics track for inter school events 

• Use of facilities for competition 

• Use of football pitch 

• Use of sporting facilities/changing rooms 

• Week days only, school holidays 

• What's the point of taking it out of local people's use. Football pitches should be for local teams 

• When I was at school we had sports days at the stadium, the county sports were always held there. 

There is no facilities for these groups in the area, we may have Olympic champions in our area, bring the 

stadium back 

• Yes to the athletics facilities 

• Youth 

• Youth club 

• Youth clubs, 12-15 year olds. 

 
List 3: Reason for preference of hub scope 
 
Preference for mixed sport and recreation hub: 
• A balance needs to be crated which is both safe and inviting 

• A facility to cater for all 

• A space like that should be used to benefit as many people as possible 

• A use for everyone 

• Access to everyone 

• All ages can use all facilities 

• Although originally intended to be used for sport there are now no open spaces within easy walking 

distance in this highly built up area! 

• Appeal to wider group of people, used more 

• Appeals to wider public 

• Area needs to be redeveloped with the whole of the local community needs taken into consideration 

• As a community it is vital that the availability is for all to enjoy and not a small minority group 

• At the moment only used once a week for football, needs more variety for all 

• Badly needed 

• Because it should be for everybody 

• Because all people should be able to enjoy it 

• Because both sport and community can use the facility for events 

• Because health is important 

• Because it needs to have the broadest use possible 

• Because it would make best use of the land 

• Because people get to do different things 

• Because people who come for recreation may see sports taking place and would like to give them a go 

• Because with a mixture of both sport and recreation the Stadium Site would be utilised more 

• Best of both ideal for everyone 

• Best use of site 

• Both are vital to the people of our area 

• Brings money into the stadium 

• Cannock needs pathways for people to be able to compete in sport, if they can't, they may lose interest 

in taking part 

• Cater for all 

• Cause all Council tax payers should have access 

• Develop limits and promote max use 

• Easier to find out what is happening between all people using the facilities 
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• Elderly people would enjoy sitting and watching the youngsters train 

• Encourage and support local sports clubs 

• Encourage people towards a healthy lifestyle, promote and enhance a friendly community via various 

groups e.g. fitness, dance, activities, conferences, meetings 

• Everyone has different needs and should cater for everyone 

• Everyone should benefit 

• Everyone then has a chance to use the stadium 

• Facilities for youth and church groups 

• Facilities should be made available to both organised sports bodies and unorganised recreation 

• For both with the emphasis definitely on sport, with recreation a much lesser second 

• Gives everyone the chance to use the facilities 

• Gives people that are interested somewhere to go and enjoy the facilities and help people to keep fit. 

• Good for the community 

• Good mix, more appeal to everyone 

• Greater use of facilities 

• Hopefully for keeping fit and hopefully a meeting place for clubs and friends 

• I am a football person but to get full use of facilities other recreational activities must be available as well 

• I feel that more people will use the Stadium Site and therefore this would benefit the public more 

• I had the benefit of Cannock Stadium as a schoolchild and adolescent I would like to see this continue for 

future generations 

• I think it is important to put a sporting activity on the Stadium Site to encourage people to keep fit and 

for children to keep active and enjoy sport. We also have to consider the general public who live around 

the Stadium Site and they have needs like paths to walk their pets, cycle paths again to encourage them 

to keep fit and the land should be landscaped to make it more appealing for people to use the facility for 

their leisure time 

• I think it should be a social area for the local community to use 

• I think it should be for the whole community 

• I think it would be a good mix to have both sport and recreational. It would be a good way to get people 

to use the facilities and get involved in sport 

• I would like it returned to its use before the Council in control allowed it to run down 

• I would like there to be something for everybody 

• Ideal mix - recreation for some people is spectating at sport functions 

• If it can be used by locals in the week for recreation it would give children/youths somewhere to go 

• If it was purely sport the idea of it just being a sports venue might inhibit people from going there.  It 

should be promoted as a place where the whole Cannock community can attend 

• If lots of people can use it for various reasons the less likely it is to fall into disrepair and become 

vandalised 

• If you go for one reason and see sport taking place they may decide they would like to give it a go 

• Important that the Stadium Site is able to be used by everyone. Should be a community hub, where 

more than just 'sport'/physical activity takes place 

• It's in a good location for everyone to be able to make the most of the facilities 

• It allows the whole community to use it 

• It gives a greater scope for a wider range of people to access the facilities 

• It gives children an opportunity to achieve their abilities in sport 

• It has a good location, in an area of high deprivation, easy access to shops and bus route 

• It helps keep young folks motivated if they have something to do and a place to do it 

• It is a perfect place to walk for local people when no football matches/sport taking place 

• It is a useful open space 

• It is better for people's likes and dislikes 

• It is important that the two parts are central in the community 

• It is nice to know a social area where you can have a drink 

• It needs to be a facility for as many age groups as possible 

• It should be a place for everyone 
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• It should cater for everybody 

• It then serves community as a whole 

• It will be good for the community 

• It will give more people a choice 

• It will offer a wider choice of facilities to a greater audience 

• It would allow the local community to have a facility where athletes and footballers can train and 

compete and play matches, as well as an area for recreation for parents to bring their children to a safe 

environment 

• It would attract more people 

• It would be available to all 

• It would benefit a wider spectrum in the local area 

• It would benefit more people 

• It would cater to a wider range of the community. The local area is in need of these facilities specifically 

to offer appropriate areas/opportunities for young people who have little aspiration or opportunity 

currently 

• It would give younger people a place to meet and participate in sport if they wanted to 

• Keep all happy 

• Lack of some sporting facilities in the area and nice play areas nearer than the chase 

• Local place in Cannock for it 

• Make it more open for families 

• Make the best use for the community 

• Make the stadium viable 

• Make use of space and maximise users 

• Mass appeal 

• Maximise use - community cohesion 

• More availability for public use 

• More likely to be used if done properly and to a high standard 

• More people can access it 

• More people will be able to use it 

• More people will use it 

• More use of it 

• Need a sports ground with floodlight run by the Council for people also for the young youths to meet and 

encourage sport in the community 

• Need something local for people of all ages to enjoy 

• Not everyone plays sport 

• Not everyone takes part in sports but may relax and walk with their family therefore getting some 

exercise 

• Not sure 

• Open for whole community, not selected 

• Parking and extra traffic will cause problems to a network of roads already over used 

• Pitches can be used for sport other parts for kids to kick about without having to pay in holidays 

• Provide more options for people 

• Recreation will attract people to participate in sport by watching 

• Recreation, traffic problems on Pye Green Road 

• Sharing is good 

• Should be available to everybody 

• Should be for whole community 

• Should be used for something in the evenings and weekends to make money for the area 

• So it's used more often 

• So all age groups can use the facilities 

• So all can use 

• So everyone can benefit 

• So everyone has opportunity to enjoy 

• So everyone has something 
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• So everyone may use it 

• So it is used to full potential and available for everyone 

• So long as the Stadium Site can be made viable financially all uses should be explored 

• So that more people would benefit 

• So the whole family can enjoy the Stadium Site 

• So there are sports facilities and also space for walking and cycling 

• So we can enjoy the area 

• Social mixed with sport 

• Something for all, all will use it 

• Something for everyone 

• Space should be for general use for all 

• Sport and recreation complement one another and having both available would greatly increase social 

inclusion 

• Sport for wellbeing of community and by sport, one means athletics, recreation is also community based 

• Sport good for area and keeping young people occupied i.e. they can be respectful 

• Sport has been lost in this area and we need to gain it back. We are also losing our green space and 

need somewhere to walk dogs and have a walk. 

• Sport is a good way to keep active, good for moral, recreation you need to have fun, mix with others, 

people on their own could enjoy a sit and talk 

• Sport more likely to be effective if combined 

• Take account of local population, not all good on legs 

• Taking part, use of local facilities should cater for those who simply want to take part for fun and the 

more serious approach of clubs and competitive sport 

• The idea is to attract people from all walks of life 

• To maximise the Stadium Site 

• The offer should be as broad as possible. 

• The Stadium Site is large enough 

• The Stadium Site is well used for recreation and used to be used for athletics 

• The Stadium Site needs to be profitable 

• The Stadium Site needs to generate a good revenue, which can be achieved if it is multi-purpose 

• The stadium was originally developed I believe as a sports stadium but I think that recreation for non-

sport minded people is also most important. Hednesford and Cannock Parks are a little distance away 

and the local people to the Stadium Site deserve consideration 

• The whole community can then benefit from the facilities as there are very few recreational areas that 

can be used for walking/light training 

• The whole community should benefit 

• There is a need in the area 

• There used to be clubrooms for elderly clubs over 60s etc. to meet 

• There’s something for everyone 

• They go hand in hand 

• They go together, tennis club, football club, athletics club 

• They would have somewhere to go to at night and daytime 

• This caters for all tastes 

• This has always been a sport and recreation venue since I was a child, used by all schools of all areas in 

the past, only local politics destroyed the old venue 

• This is how it used to be 

• This is the only open space in the area. Families need this as a recreation facility and it should be used 

for both sport and recreation 

• This would allow all ages to benefit from the space available, to some older people walking a dog and 

chatting to others along the way is their social life, a play area would allow children to enjoy time with 

family and friends without cost 

• This would serve all age groups 

• To attract a range of people and community use 
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• To be fair 

• To benefit all - pupils, parents, elderly 

• To carry on Olympic legacy also for those not so sporty a recreational site 

• To cater for more people 

• To cater for everyone whether or not people are sporty 

• To accommodate the needs of the local community 

• To get full use of facility 

• To have something for everybody 

• To involve more people in the community 

• To make the Stadium Site more popular amongst all users from local community 

• To maximise the use of the facility. 

• To provide sports facilities for the future 

• To suit all age groups, particularly young and elderly, who do not always have cars/drivers to go further 

afield 

• To unite the community 

• When previously used for both it worked well, when advertised! 

• Would be used regularly 

• Would be used to a great extent 

• Would get more use from all sorts of people, different ages and times, bring everyone together. 

 
Preference for sport only hub: 
• A designated area where people can participate 

• A total focus on sport 

• As above 

• Athletics is a sport... 

• Because its build for a sporting facility athletics can take place on the old track and then there are 3 

football pitch that football team can use 

• Because we need a good athletics facility back in Cannock, locally! 

• Lack of facilities open to the wider community and for people of all ages and abilities 

• Lack of facilities within Cannock Chase District Council 

• Lack of sports facilities in area 

• Living close to the stadium, we get a lot of trouble from the grounds after hours, restricting access to the 

Stadium Site would reduce this trouble considerably 

• My main interest is in facility that involves football 

• No athletics facilities local and the most local track at Stafford has now been transformed into a Astroturf 

facility for football meaning we are unable to host competitions as part of Cannock and Stafford AC, as 

we don't have the throwing facilities it also means we have lost a lot of members due to them not being 

able to train. School competitions around the Cannock/Stafford area have also been jeopardised due to 

the lack of facilities which affects grass roots athletics and participation levels 

• No suitable athletics area at the moment 

• Not enough sports space for kids - should never have been pulled down!!!! 

• Promotion of 'sport' facilities shows and paves the way for future top athletes, leave it for recreational 

purposes opens it up for the 'yob' element to congregate and cause problems! 

• Recreation can’t be managed and would allow the place to be used as it currently is for 

scrambling/youths etc. - get it managed and locked when clubs etc. aren’t there 

• Site is not big enough for all 

• Sole purpose for a stadium 

• Sport is more fun 

• The area is lacking in a range of organised sport participation where people especially young people can 

go to get involved in a fun sports activity and learn new skills and focus 

• The government has been encouraging more participation in sport and closing down a track that was in 

regular use was the most ridiculous thing I have heard and had to experience in a very long time 

Therefore, having Cannock stadium as the home of Cannock and Stafford Athletics Club again would be 

the best thing that could come from the Stadium Site 
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• There are not enough football pitches within Cannock 

• There are park areas for recreation but only limited sports areas 

• There is a lack of good sporting facilities in the area. As usual it is always geared to football. Other sports 

are just as important 

• There is no athletics stadium in the area and will be useful for increasing sporting ability 

• We need to encourage our sports 

• Youths hanging around in groups unsupervised. 

 

Preference for a recreation only hub: 

• I'm not sporty 

• I think that open spaces for people to relax and play are important. If you try to add sport facilities the 

Stadium Site would not be large enough 

• It would be better utilised 

• Not into sports as such, just nice to have area for walks, picnics, BBQs, children to play that is made safe 

and clean 

• Sports facilities will be at a cost to the taxpayer and the taxpayer will foot the bill for anti-social 

behaviour 

• There are lots of sports facilities available. Leisure centre, golf club, rugby club, local gyms etc. Need an 

area that is suitable for high school age children that is safe and provides constructive activities, whilst 

integrating other members of the community 

• There is not really a place local that families can go to safely for recreation that has sports facilities 

• To minimise noise/disruption to me as a local resident 

• Too much sport in the area will cause a lot of noise. There is not much space in the area for dog walking 

especially at night time. 

 

Where unsure for preference: 
• Demand not great. 

 

Other comments: 

Used for housing or sold to developers. 
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Section 5: Development of the Stadium Site 
 
1. Potential frequency of use of the Stadium Site 
Consultees were asked how frequently they thought the Stadium Site would be used by them/their family 

after the development. 

 

86% of consultees feel that they/their family would use the Stadium Site once it was developed. Just 4% of 

consultees feel that they/their family will not use the Stadium Site and one tenth (10%) are unsure of likely 

use. 

 

Nearly two thirds of all consultees (63%) feel that they/their family would use the Stadium Site at least once 

a week, with 16% stating every day, 36% a few times a week and 12% stating the likely use to be once a 

week. 

 

12% of consultees feel the use of the Stadium Site would be less frequently than once a week, and 11% that 

the use of the Stadium Site would vary. 

 

The reasons for the potential frequency of use are detailed in List 1. The main reasons identified are: 

• Better facilities 

• The location 

• It would meet need. 

 

Chart 1: Potential frequency of use of Stadium Site by consultee/family after the 
development 

 
Sample base = 355, all consultees who provided a response, single response 
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2. Concerns about the Stadium Site’s potential development 

Just over three quarters of consultees (77%) have at least one concern regarding the potential development 

of the Stadium Site, whilst 24% do not have any concerns over its development. 

 

The two main areas of concern are vandalism, identified by just over half of consultees (54%) and security, 

identified by just over two fifths of consultees (44%). 

 

Just under one fifth (16%) have a concern over car parking. Just over one tenth of consultees have a 

concern over the potential congestion from cars/traffic (13%), noise (12%) and site access (11%). 

 

Just 6% are concerned about there being more people in the area and 1% about the change to the local 

area. 7% of consultees identify other concerns, and these are detailed in List 2. 

 

Chart 2: Concerns about the Stadium Site’s potential development 

 
Sample base = 349, all consultees who provided a response, multiple response 
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3. Agreement with the proposal to develop the Stadium Site 
Virtually nine tenths of consultees (88%) agree with the proposal to develop the Stadium Site as a 

community sport and recreation hub. 

 

Just 4% of consultees disagree with the proposal and 8% are unsure. 

 

Consultees’ reasons for their views on the proposed development are detailed in List 3. 

 

The main reasons for agreement with the development of the Stadium Site are: 

• A lack of facilities 

• Positive for the community 

• It should have been left/developed/not knocked down 

• It’s what the area needs/good for the area 

• It will generate interest/use 

• To encourage sport/fitness. 

 
Chart 3: Agreement with the proposal to develop the Stadium Site 

 
 

 

 

Sample base = 354, all consultees who provided a response, single response 

 

4. Comments regarding the Stadium Site and its potential 
development 

All consultees were asked whether there were any comments they would like to make about the Stadium Site 

and its potential development. 

 

These comments are detailed in List 4. 
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5. Lists for Section 5 
 

List 1: Reasons for potential frequency of use of the Stadium Site 
• A better presented entrance off Pye Green Road. Reclaim the original house for a caretaker/security 

person 

• According to time permitting 

• Active family 

• Age x3 

• All year round training that at the moment we have to travel to Wolverhampton for 

• An excellent place for recreation 

• As a pensioner  I still lead an active life and work full time            

• I will be able to add to my recreational times if these facilities were improved 

• As a mature lady I will decide when it is completed!! 

• As an athlete and coach I would use the Stadium Site to either train myself or train the athletes that I 

have 

• As I am almost 70 it would be a nice to relax and watch the training 

• As often as possible having to travel at moment, will improve lifestyle as most of our time is traveling, a 

lot of sport is term time only due to facilities at present 

• Athletics training/comps 

• Because I am retired, a cyclist and keep myself fit by cycling 

• Because I have a daughter heavily involved with athletics and it would be a great to have a local facility 

back! 

• Because I have a family now and have to travel from Stafford but I used the Stadium Site  twice - three 

times a week 25 years before it was closed 

• Because I have two children who would make use of the facilities 

• Because it's local and a good site to use 

• Because it is a better environment 

• Because it will be fun 

• Because it will be more fun 

• Because it would depend on what the venue has to offer 

• Because me and my brother are members of an athletics team and we would use that stadium for club 

training and our own training, also we go and play football on the current site and it would be used more 

with the athletics track back in place so then we can have lighting for when we’re playing in the winter 

• Because of the age group we are in, our day to day health would be a principal factor - also it would 

depend on the facilities which are provided in due course 

• Because they train their weekend sport 

• Because we have always used it 

• Because we like the landscaping over there 

• Because we live very local to the Stadium Site, walk there everyday 

• Because we need these facilities 

• Because we use the Stadium Site now. All my children have learnt to ride their bike there, on nice days I 

take the grandchildren to play football or ride bikes, even on winter days we go to sledge down the 

slopes, great, look forward to it being lovely again 

• Because when the stadium was demolished we were promised new facilities. Still waiting! 

• Because I have 2 children and they will have a safe and fun place to play on 

• Being of the older generation would only use facility as spectator for sport/athletic events 

• Better and more accessible facilities 

• Better facilities and nice greenery to walk dogs 

• Better stuff to do 

• Children are ranked high in their sports. We currently have to travel to Rowley Park and the place has 

literally been taken over by footballers. They have no consideration for athletes who are running and 

balls are constantly hitting kids who are training. The throwing cage for shot discus hammer is now quite 

a distance from rest of the area and not really been thought about. This would be an ideal place at Pye 
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Green Stadium to rebuild a better team to represent Cannock and Stafford area. Cannock and Stafford 

Athletics need a better and closer home 

• Both my children are interested in participating in athletics 

• Convenience and not having to walk far to enjoy game 

• Could use the athletics facilities to train also an indoor facility would be useful for other sports especially 

over winter months 

• Cycle paths 

• Cycling plays a big role in our lives, having a cycling facility would mean the Stadium Site would get used 

daily by our family 

• Dependent on dark nights 

• Dependent on what facilities are there and how they are maintained, bang on doorstep would be a great 

opportunity 

• Dependent upon how it is developed/managed 

• Depending on the facilities provided 

• Depending on what activities are made available 

• Depending on what is available 

• Depends what's there 

• Depends on facilities 

• Depends on facilities provided 

• Depends on fixtures but if Astroturf pitches were available in an evening our football team would train 

there weekly 

• Depends on the facilities available 

• Depends on what's available 

• Depends on what facility has to offer 

• Depends on what is available 

• Depends on what is on offer at the facility 

• Depends what facilities are included 

• Depends what is available, might use community rooms or watch sporting events 

• Depends what is there and available to my family and how well maintained it is 

• Depends what will be approved 

• Different interests - relying on what facilities are to be offered 

• Distance 

• Distance from stadium and eventual development facilities 

• Dog walking and somewhere to go that's near to hand 

• Dog walking, exercise and a place of freedom to take the grandchildren 

• Don't live locally 

• Don’t live near but did use the facilities before with football team and school events, and open space use 

rather than any buildings preferred as they get vandalised as was evident before 

• Facilities which are unique to area. No formal tennis club around Cannock area and no athletics track 

within 15 mile radius. Therefore there will be large amount of interest in these facilities. However if 

planning to develop football Astroturf- must recognise that lots of facilities like this in the local area. 

Athletics/tennis facilities will allow all abilities and ages to take part in sports which generally aren’t 

accessible/provided in the area so far 

• Family involved with football and hockey 

• Football 

• Football is seasonal 

• Football matches 

• For activities for young people of high school age 

• For football is available maybe more times, depending on facilities 

• For recreation and/or special events 

• Get it back into use 

• Get us out of the dwelling 

• Good facilities encourage high usage 

• Got a 12 year old and a 6 year old that I feel would benefit from a sports and recreation hub. Especially if 

it gives facilities and activities open to working families 

• Got a few grandchildren 
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• Got no family 

• Have membership elsewhere at present 

• Hednesford and Cannock is a large area and since the old stadium was knocked down the area is lacking 

sports facilities!! Rebuild would be a massive boost for the area 

• I already use it daily 

• I am a pensioner I already walk on the Chase but I would use the stadium more if updated and support 

the activities 

• I am now too old to participate except for a sturdy walk 

• I can get fitter and more active 

• I coach talented young athletes 3 to 4 times per week 

• I don't live near that area 

• I enjoy running so a path jogging would be great and an alternative to Cannock Park would be lovely for 

walking and reading in the open 

• I have two small children and we enjoy using local areas to play, walk, cycle 

• I live by and walk my dog most days 

• 2 children's homes locally, engage young people within the local community in positive pursuits. This 

would be a perfect venue 

• I play netball and looking for another facility to play and train. Also I like to run which would be good on 

a proper track 

• I represent football so I would only use it occasionally 

• Clubs and teams I represent would benefit from the new facilities 

• I use it daily now 

• I will visit it if it has facilities on that myself and my family would use 

• I work a lot of hours 

• I would coach athletes at least 3 times per week 

• I would play football a lot more in there, also feel it would be a nice place to meet friends 

• I would play netball, use jogging track, my husband would play football 

• I would value the facility to encourage my grandchildren to play a sport 

• If an athletics track is in place, we would be using it at least 4 times a week 

• If an indoor bowls club was built it would provide for people of all ages I would use it most days 

• If I had my grandchildren staying I would use it when they came 

• If it had the facilities it would be a place to use on weekends and school holidays 

• If it is nice and usable 

• If it was a recreation centre that was safe we would use it frequently. If it was vandalised and had a lot 

of unsupervised young people we would avoid it 

• If the facilities are there they will be used as they were before 

• If the facilities were available Cannock & Stafford AC would use it regularly 

• If the facility becomes and athletic track again then as I am actively involved in the sport this facility 

would be closer than the current one I use so it would cut down on the travelling time taken to get to my 

current track 

• If the Stadium Site is as I imagined on Page 3 I would use this several times a week as we are a family 

of five who live locally 

• If there were all weather facilities could be used for training 

• Improved safety/security and facilities would encourage me to jog and cycle there more regularly, feel 

safer letting children use site 

• It's local and it's good to exercise and get fresh air and be able to get there within walking distance 

• It's local within walking distance 

• It depends on the development 

• It depends what facilities are present and what capacity it has. I have 3 teenage children, all of whom 

have actively participated in competitive sports, outside of school over the years but 2 of them now have 

part-time jobs as well as college so their free-time is limited 

• It is an exciting scheme that will bring greatly needed sporting and recreational facilities to our district 

• It is on the doorstep 

• It is still a fair distance from where I live but within reach to use more regularly than I do now as it is 

currently a desolate and a wasted area with little appeal for anyone to use 

• It will be a fun place to be 
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• It would be a good place to meet friends and family. 

• It would be a more wider variety to use 

• It would be a place to be able to train as we struggle in Stafford due to the centre of the track being sold 

off for football use. It would be the best investment to make it back into an athletics facility 

• It would depend on the facilities available 

• It would vary on what there was there and seasons/weather, if it was a good site, then yes a lot! 

• Keeping fit and meeting people 

• Lack of time at present 

• Live very close to facility 

• Local athletics club would use it for training all year round and football team can use it for cup games 

• Local to where I live 

• Location and time restrictions. 

• Mainly dog walking 

• More attractive to my 3 children - cleaner and looked after 

• More facilities would mean a better experience and a closer place to train or play sport 

• More facilities, more variety for family 

• More facilities, safer at night 

• More pleasant, less rubbish and litter, nice to walk around and watch sports 

• More to do 

• My daughter is an athlete 

• My football team used to use it as our home pitch and would love to gain it back it's in a great location 

for us 

• My grandchildren live in the area and they will be coming up to an age where an appreciation of a well-

designed outdoor play area will be important to them 

• My grandchildren love football and athletics 

• My grandchildren will cycle, play, football, walk the dog 

• My son would be able to play football and train 

• Myself as an athlete I trained 5/6 days a week and my brother the same 

• Nearer to my home address 

• Need to get fresh air - if it's used and feels safe would like to 

• No young children 

• Not local 

• Not local to us and have sports fields in our area 

• Not sure of what development will take place at the Stadium Site 

• OAPs who don't now do sports 

• On doorstep 

• Other commitments, weather 

• Pensioners 

• Play Sunday football, might use for training if floodlights/indoor in winter 

• Possibility for my athletics training 

• Put back into training for football and running 

• Retired 

• Since we arrived in this area(many years ago) we have walked around the stadium and fields every day 

• Single dad who runs and would like to promote sports to my kids without having to travel out of the area 

• So my grandchildren can be healthy and mix socially 

• Sporting family 

• Summer and holidays probably would use every day, other times probably couple of times a week 

• That is how often athletes train 

• That would be the free time between work and other commitments 

• The needs of the club as a whole 

• The sale could produce a big improvement of Cannock 

• The stadium use was very good 

• There is no call for another leisure facility and the area is not easily accessible unlike Cannock and 

Hednesford town centres which have good car parking, bus routes and even trains! 

• There is nowhere at present that offers this variety of choice in the local area 

• There would be more reason to use it 
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• This would depend on how much access would be allowed to the school but we would welcome the 

opportunity to use facilities a few times each week 

• Time available but more like, twice per week 

• Time available to visit 

• To go to shops and walk two dogs 

• To keep yourself fit, meet new people/friends 

• To play football matches 

• To train for my running events 

• To walk dog 

• To walk my dogs 

• To what is available to suit me and my family needs 

• Too far from Rugeley 

• Train for sports 

• Training 

• Training on athletics track. 

• Training with an athletics team 

• Two members of the family train for track and field athletics and one jogs for fitness 

• Unsure until it is known what will be available 

• Walk dog there 

• Walking the dogs every day with my 5 children 

• We're on the doorstep and if it's safe areas with plenty of lighting. Just like the old stadium but more 

modern and safe for children, adults alike 

• We are an active family 

• We as a family use the stadium to walk our dog 

• We both work, so time is of a premium to us. Other activities/sports are already in place which we are 

committed to 

• We enjoy health, fitness, recreation and community activities 

• We have athletes in our family 

• We have grandchildren and great grandchildren living locally who need these facilities and we would 

certainly support them 

• We live close by, my son plays football and tennis and presently goes to Hednesford for this. We have a 

dog and it would be nice to walk him in a nice area 

• We live in Norton and already attend various clubs so would be occasional use if facilities were good.  If 

athletics would use regularly particularly if a club ran from there 

• We live some distance away, we both work full time, we also have other interests 

• We still use it every day now for dog walking and cycling 

• We use the area to walk our family dog, 2 members of our family play football 11 a side and mini 

football, we enjoy kite flying as a family. We would be able to picnic together without using the car. Our 

niece who sleeps over regular would love a play area to make friends and spend time as a family either 

participating or spectating activities 

• We would probably hire community room, use dog walking facilities, use football pitches 

• We would take the youth club regularly if it was floodlight. We lack outdoor space with a safe 

environment for young people to run around and play games 

• Weekend and light evening use with children 

• Whatever the outcome of this survey 

• Who can foresee the future! 

• Work benefits 

• Work time, school hours, time of year 

• Working hours, time available for recreation 

• Would be able to train at the facilities 

• Would depend on how the Stadium Site was developed 

• Would depend on what was available 

• Would like to see surrounding areas of existing football pitches kept tidy and grass cut 

• Would obviously be dependent on the facilities available 

• Youth athletic training for football, cycling and athletics. 
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List 2: Other concerns about the potential development of the Stadium Site 
• CCTV could be provided 

• Cost to the Council tax payers who will use it less as we have to work 

• Could do with a small traffic island for ease of access 

• During summer holidays local children have attempted to start fires on this site on several occasions 

• Feel there are better sites in area that should be developed. Everything seems to be concentrated in 

same area i.e. leisure centre, golf course, Cardinal Griffin Astroturf, now this!!! 

• I do not live close by so cannot really comment 

• I hope it will provide a safe place for all users and stop vandalism 

• I would like to see a caretaker look after the Stadium Site to stop or report any vandalism 

• If properly managed it shouldn't create any problems 

• I’m worried about these because that’s how the old Cannock site got messed up 

• Light pollution 

• Litter, need to have bins placed or employed litter pickers, regular basis 

• Living very close, the above would be a concern 

• Needs adequate security 

• Off road motor cycle use from nearby estate, as now 

• On-going financial commitment for the Council 

• People's disregard for decent facilities may cause destruction of the Stadium Site 

• Pye Green Road already over used 

• Pye Green Road is already too busy 

• Safety of users from undesirable people 

• Site needs to be well used and maintained. High usage deters vandals. Graffiti should always be removed 

promptly!!! 

• That athletics will 'play second fiddle' to football - the athletics facilities in Stafford have been spoilt by 

putting football pitches in the central area of the track, this has meant that javelin, discus and hammer 

throwers have been 'pushed out'. In addition there is more bad behaviours including swearing and the 

football frequently comes over onto the track when athletes are trying to train 

• That it's an on-going project and not a vote puller 

• The area has a reputation for a higher crime rate however these schemes could raise the profile of the 

area and improve crime rates 

• The original car park was not adequate 

• The Stadium Site is not conducive to a great venue for a stadium 

• The waste of public funding to provide these facilities - other than a wish list what evidence do you have 

these facilities are required 

• Turnstiles to be put at the minor entrances 

• Unused in past. A waste of money. Will be used for a short while and them will become a haunt for 

youths to drink/smoke/congregate as in the past 

• Vandalism has been a problem in the past but I would think if the place was up and running that this 

would be easily addressed 

• We are lacking sports facilities and recreational areas within the area and to lose this would be a disaster 

• Would need locked gates at night and high security fencing. 
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List 3: Reasons for consultees’ views regarding agreement or disagreement with proposed 
development of the Stadium Site 

 

Where agree with the proposal: 
• Access, near the people for the people 

• After our success in the Olympics, let's continue to foster the young in their quest to be 

sportsmen/women 

• All facilities urgently required in this area 

• As I stated above this should be maintained for now and generations to come 

• We should provide facilities to encourage more sport and/or leisure facilities for our youth, especially as 

so many are unemployed. Sport could create jobs! 

• Be good for area 

• Because Cannock has no athletics facilities and they can use the money from Asda towards the rebuilding 

• Because it could have been revamped before it was knocked down 

• Because it is a needed area that it going to waste at moment - will be much used if done properly 

• Because it is a travesty that it was destroyed 

• Because it is needed 

• Because it is needed in this area as there are proposals for more houses to be built nearby and would 

give people somewhere to go and encourage sporting activities especially after our Olympic success 

• Because it is what is needed in this area to help all people to keep fit and healthy 

• Because it used to be and could be again and be used by schools and colleges to stage events 

• Because it was obvious by most of the community that the previous stadium could have succeeded 

without the lunacy of the previously led Council 

• Because of grandchildren, encourage young people to exercise and learn other social skills with mixing all 

age groups 

• Because that’s what it was and it should never have changed 

• Because there is need for this locally 

• Because we have a lack of facilities and we should be promoting sport 

• Because we lost a good facility and we would like to see it reinstated 

• Because we need one and it would bring the community together 

• Because with more people coming into the area i.e. Pye Green development there will be more of a need 

for these facilities 

• Better for the community x2 

• Better than more houses and helps people get out more 

• Bring the community together 

• But please seriously consider providing an excellent athletic facility for the area, as mentioned above 

athletics has been very much overshadowed by football - please don't let this happen. There are many 

football pitches in the Cannock/Stafford area and good athletic facilities are few and far between. I think 

it is a disgrace that, during an Olympic year, the Stafford track was closed all summer so that the centre 

could be developed for football. Please don't go down the same route Cannock! 

• Can't wait for it to happen 

• Cannock definitely needs a facility of this kind for our young people, although we are concerned about 

the cost of supervision and vandalism 

• Cannock has to get more active 

• Cannock needs such a facility 

• Cannock not got much for people to train, hockey club Astroturf miles away, not easy to get there 

Council gym too small for lots of people 

• Can’t leave it like it is...waste of a good open space 

• Community hub - positive development for young people 

• Couldn't be more pleased as live close by and was disappointed housing was being considered as green 

space is vital in the area 

• Because a lot more people will use it 

• Because that is what it was before and should never have been taken away 

• Facilities for more people 
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• Facility is badly needed in Cannock area 

• Facility is needed 

• Getting kids off the streets 

• Good for the community 

• Hednesford and Cannock is a large area and since the old stadium was knocked down the area is lacking 

sports facilities!! Rebuild would be a massive boost for the area 

• Hundreds of new housing - Monarch Park and Pye Green Road 

• I agree the prop for sport and rec only as it used to be 

• I agree to the development but more care has to be taken out of hours due to unwanted behaviour 

• I believe it is paramount that it is developed for sport and recreation for local people. It must not be 

allowed to be used for housing or commercial development 

• I am so pleased that the housing development has been shelved and there is a chance that it will be 

used for its original purpose again. It should never have closed in the first place but now we have the 

chance to create a lasting legacy of a wonderful sport and recreation facility for the whole community 

• I believe the original stadium should have been kept anyway, need to exercise and all have community 

spirit, socialise, to be used regularly by local community 

• I believe we need more areas for sport and recreation in the area to encourage people to partake in 

physical activity, this could in turn reduce strain on local NHS services 

• I think this is an excellent idea, the stadium should never of been closed. It is so close to our youth club 

it would be a great resource to use to keep children off the streets and give them something to do. 

• I live locally and I find that I need to travel to access an athletics stadium, and if there was one local, it 

would encourage me to promote the stadium to younger children in my school to go there as it is too far 

away 

• I personally feel that the Stadium Site should not be knocked down originally and therefore this would be 

the right thing to do 

• I think all ages should have something out of it and bring our community back to life 

• I think it will do the Cannock and Hednesford community good 

• I thought it was disgusting the old stadium was allowed to just rot away in the first place. God knows 

there is very little for Cannock residents to feel good about at the moment but having a stadium was a 

statement that set Cannock apart - even if people didn’t use it they knew it was something that Cannock 

had (and Cannock ain't got much anymore apart from charity shops and estate agents!) 

• I use Aldersley Leisure Village in Wolverhampton and it's a fantastic place for all the community 

• I want to see the stadium used to increase and enhance what is available in the area and not go into 

competition with what is already available 

• It's a current gap in provision within Cannock. The leisure centre is good but is limited. 

• It's a disgrace the Stadium Site was allowed to get into the state it was when the rest of the country was 

getting geared up to London 2012. The legacy should be to encourage young people into regular 

participation in a wide range of sport, the benefits are endless. It could be a facility the Council could be 

proud of as a community asset not a disgraceful waste ground 

• It's about time something was done for the community in this area 

• It's about time something was done with the Stadium Site after knocking down the original site?? 

Teenagers need somewhere to go! 

• It's important that there is as large as possible variety in activities that people, particularly young people, 

can be involved in. This takes them out of their own homes and away from street corners! 

• It's needed 

• It's open land that everyone should have access to - enough estates being built - soon will become 

crowded and not a green and pleasant land 

• It's the right idea 

• It's wasteful to leave it unused. It was very busy as a sports site throughout the summer time over the 

past years 

• It's what is needed, there is nothing for the children for miles to enjoy 

• It always has been until recently so we need to build it back up 

• It can be part of our Olympic legacy. 

• It could get a lot of people interested in it as well as something to do 

• It develops sport, keeps people fit and out of trouble, an open space is pleasing to the eye, better for 

wildlife, healthier, breaks up development (houses) 
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• It has always been associated with sport and recreation in the past 

• It helps keep young folks motivated if they have something to do and a place to do it 

• It is a free place to walk/run and with local leisure centre charging £30/month to join, is a good way to 

reduce obesity problem/boredom for children 

• It is a huge waste at present and should not have been demolished without plans in place 

• It is a shame it was closed to start with 

• It is an asset that has fallen into disrepair but it is clear it is still a vital site in the provision of team 

sports 

• It is an ideal space to encourage our youth to exercise and train for sports they enjoy 

• It is good for the community and help in the fight against obesity 

• It is in an area that could use good sporting/recreation facilities 

• It is valuable land for the local people and once set out will be of great benefit to them.  Just leaving it as 

open space only serves to benefit dog walkers. An area to encourage children to exercise/play will also 

discourage them to do antisocial behaviour. Events could be arranged also? Fete's etc. Get them involved 

• It is what the community needs 

• It should be put back to the use it was meant for 

• It should never have been taken away from the residents of CCDC 

• It should have never been closed prior to the Olympics 

• It should never have been allowed to get into the situation as it is now and should be developed for all 

the residents of West Chadsmoor 

• It should never have been closed down at all 

• It should never have been anything else! 

• It should not have been demolished 

• It shouldn't have been touched 

• It used to be a very good facility for athletics, very well known in the country 

• It was an area used by the local clubs and organisations for many events 

• It was a sports venue before 

• It will be good for the people in Cannock and Hednesford 

• It will be more fun 

• It will benefit the community 

• It will bring an area which was well used for many years back into action which can only be good for the 

people in the area around the Stadium Site as well all the surrounding towns and villages. The local 

schools will be able to use the facilities again especially if athletics is brought back to the Stadium Site 

• It will encourage more people to use it 

• It will make a good community facility 

• It would be wonderful to see the stadium developed again. Should never have been demolished as it was 

well used by schools and other athletics clubs. Council used our money to demolish it, now we have to 

pay to rebuild, you should be ashamed of yourselves! 

• It would improve people's lives as a place of interest to go for sports and social activities 

• It would keep vandals off the street and give them something to do 

• Just what the area needs 

• Make it a focal point for community and Cannock Chase 

• More and more football pitches have been taken away in the local area. Sport is now at the front of 

people’s minds and is a distraction from the poor economic climate. If used in the correct way it can 

benefit the community immensely 

• Need something like this in the area 

• Needed in area, not everyone has cars to travel distances!! 

• No facilities for sport and recreation in area 

• Not many places in the area where sporting excellence can be achieved 

• Not sure 

• Open area for everyone and pleasure 

• Our young need somewhere to meet and compete 

• People need to be encouraged to participate in activities. There seems to be a gap after leaving school to 

gaining full time employment and sport is one way of keeping young people especially involved in 

activities. 

• People of Cannock and Hednesford need a centre of excellence to inspire family participation 
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• Provides facilities for local area 

• Put it back to what it was before 

• Should have greyhound race track there as well 

• Since the Olympics it is clear that young people enjoy to try new sports 

• So all can use it 

• Somewhere else for fitness and puts Cannock on the map 

• Sport and recreation is vital to the wellbeing of our community 

• Stadium had one of the best athletic tracks around. It should be an athletic/sport stadium with facilities 

for all sporting groups to use 

• That the area needs the opportunity to pull together and get young involved and trust teenagers' ideas 

• The area can only benefit from the development, more facilities and perhaps the creation of a few jobs 

for local people 

• The area has a dense population but no recreation facilities as a parent I would prefer my children to 

play a few streets away than go all the way to Cannock town or Hednesford 

• The area has a reputation for a higher crime rate however this scheme could raise the profile of the area 

and improve crime rates 

• The area needs spaces like this, especially to access young people and provide a positive and engaging 

hub that cam promote community cohesion and self-worth 

• The area needs the facility for the schools and young people 

• The area needs this development 

• The basketball court is broke and the athletic area is wrecked 

• The clue is in the name - 'Stadium Site' - it needs a stadium 

• The facility was taken away at a time when London was about to host the Olympics. This seemed foolish 

when our local children could have had opportunities. The Olympics are said to leave a legacy. This must 

be part of Cannock's legacy. 

• The fact that the stadium and its buildings were wantonly destroyed is more than a shame, I hope that 

these new plans will rectify this error somewhat 

• The loss of stadium affected school sports - clubs and community clubs. At present it is just wasted area. 

Children, young people need somewhere to go to use up their energy and occupy their time 

• The need is there, children of all ages can challenge their energy and minds for a purpose 

• The population is growing, we need more local amenities for younger people 

• The Stadium Site currently is an eyesore, we do not need to build houses on the Stadium Site - local 

community deserve to have the Stadium Site returned to a usable/relevant place 

• The stadium has to be the hub of the community 

• The youth need somewhere to train and expend energy 

• There's a need for this facility 

• There's nothing else in the area, especially for children and teenagers 

• There are a lack of quality outdoor facilities with changing accommodation 

• There are few free spaces for children to play 

• There are few public spaces that are free to children in the area 

• There are no longer facilities for athletics in the local area 

• There is a desperate need for this facility in this area 

• There is a lack of facilities in the area and very little chance of families enjoying activities without huge 

cost. It would encourage and promote sport and outdoor activities instead of staying indoors or computer 

games or watching TV, it would bring local people together as a community 

• There is a need for a green area where residents to go for recreation or sport without having to travel too 

far 

• There is a need for these facilities 

• There is a social need 

• There is a total lack of sport and recreation facilities in the Hednesford area. Football pitches (adult) 

especially over the years, the number of football pitches lost in the Cannock area is unbelievable 

• There is not a lot of amenities for young adults and children at the moment 

• There is nothing of a similar nature in the area. It has in the past hosted after-school sports - very 

successfully. Also international cycle racing 

• This area could do with some recreational activities that the public can use 
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• This has been needed for a long time. There is nothing in the area like this now. Stafford is the closest 

place and in the winter is not fun to get to if the weather is bad. This sports facility should never have 

been lost in the first place it should of been developed for sport 

• This is what the Stadium Site was put aside for isn't it years ago 

• This site should never have been bulldozed! Kids need somewhere to focus their time and energy 

• To bring all people of all ages and all backgrounds together 

• To encourage people to join and meet other people. For local people to have somewhere to be proud of 

in this particular area. Employment 

• To encourage younger people to take up or play sport 

• To help the community spirit and give more choice 

• To involve the community with local activities to bond people together. Nobody seems to care about 

people or one another anymore, nobody speaks 

• To make people happy 

• To use the facilities and have something to do. 

• We desperately need the facilities the stadium can provide for the benefit of our community 

• We do need local facilities - especially useful for future athletes sportsmen/women as well as our 

veterans. Most people enjoy sports and social activities 

• We do not have enough in the district 

• We had a fine facility once and needs to be again 

• We had a site that was admired for many miles around. We need it reinstated and groups would be 

encouraged to return. It would increase the self-esteem of local people, giving pride in our area 

• We moan about the youths on the streets! The truth is we have pushed them out of all the recreational 

areas there is nothing for them to do, no sport, no clubs, no prospects. At least with a new sports club 

with facilities at least we could give something for them to do! 

• We need a good sports and recreation area, just look at the state of Hednesford Park it’s a mess 

• We need a replacement for what was taken away 

• We need more sporting and recreational facilities 

• We need more sports facilities in area 

• We need something for young adults and children as there is nothing at the moment 

• We need somewhere to go 

• We need the stadium for all sports 

• We need to bring sports to the community. There are plenty of football facilities in the area, so other 

sports need to be catered for 

• We need to encourage sport and community activities 

• We need to encourage the population to get out and be active 

• Will bring more money into the Cannock area and will give children of all ages something to do 

• Will improve area, would be a facility for all age groups 

• Yes in the main with the emphasis on an athletics track 

• Yes! It's needed in the area! With the legacy left from the Olympic Games we need local facilities! 

 

Where disagree with the proposal: 
• It is a white elephant that the Labour Council are using to gain popularity if they had not blocked the 

previous Council’s plans we would have had an excellent facility already. It is a sprat to catch voters 

• It should be an athletics facility and that is it 

• Need more housing! 

• Please see my previous comments. I am completely against the plans to develop the Stadium Site into a 

community sport and recreation hub 

• Total sport focus 

• We already have enough recreation sites in the district. 

 

Where unsure: 
• As long as it is secured when clubs aren’t there to keep it secure and in a good state then fine - let’s get 

the local youths etc. interested in track cycling and have a unique venue to bring people to the area 

rather than another faceless facility that barely ticks over 

• At the moment it is a nice green space to walk my dog apart from making it more pleasant for walkers, it 

should be left as it is 
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• Because of local road network 

• Feel there are better sites in area that should be developed. Everything seems to be concentrated in 

same area i.e. leisure centre, golf course, Cardinal Griffin Astroturf, now this!!! 

• How much sporting facility is there going to be and how much recreation, I would have to see plans to 

decide 

• I would have liked to see social housing on the Stadium Site as well. Reason being not enough Council 

houses so when local families grow up and want to stay in the area there would be houses for them 

• In a period of recession would the cost mean a rise in our Council tax or a cut in the provision of other 

services 

• In principle a good idea but where is the money going to come from and what will it be instead of? Why 

was the Stadium Site previously demolished if you wanted a sports facility there? 

• Is there enough room for proper facilities for both? 

• Not really sure what is meant by a sport and recreational hub! It could mean a number of things 

• Not sure how much the development will impact me 

• Not sure what it would consist of 

• So many facilities in past years. Lack of demand 

• The Stadium Site should be used for a combined housing and sports/recreational use. The current plans 

mean that houses will have to build on other more vulnerable sites in the area and will be financial 

burden to the district if only used for sports/recreational use alone 

• There are already a lot of community venues in the district 

• There are other facilities for sport in Cannock 

• Yes for sport, no as a hangout for local youths. 

 
List 4: Comments consultees wished to make about the Stadium Site and its potential 

development 
• A community centre for the use of local people 

• A good site which could be most successful 

• A multi-function/use so all ages can benefit - not just one use. Landscaping would make it more inviting - 

need to get children into sport but also older generation would like somewhere to visit and watch events 

taking place. 

• A track should be rebuilt to the replace the one that was knocked down 

• Access for the everyday recreational use should be limited to push bikes and walking so motor vehicles 

cannot misuse the Stadium Site 

• After it's all developed to the betterment of the people of Cannock 

• All boundary fences and hedges should be maintained as originally agreed by Cannock Council. This 

worked well when Council staff manned the Stadium Site and parks department maintained grounds! 

• An athletics stadium should rebuilt on this site as to improve participation and increase sporting potential 

in the area 

• Any development on the Stadium Site should be self-funding with a sensible mix of affordable/social 

housing and recreational/sports use 

• As a person that backs onto the stadium I was disgusted with the way it as closed down. It would be to 

anyone's advantage for the Stadium Site to regain its full potential and to be used by everyone 

• Assessment of current demand? Football? Youth?? 

• At the moment football teams use it while changing facilities would be great for the local teams who use 

it the increase in fees would mean they would not be able to use it perhaps the Council should think 

about this because at the moment they have money coming in from the local teams 

• trouble with golf balls, motorbikes, noise/language/litter 

• Bring back athletics in Cannock! 

• Bring back athletics to Cannock 

• Build houses that are needed in area 

• Cannock needs a focal point for community participation in sports. Somewhere that the whole of Cannock 

knows is a good place to go. The UK population is getting more obese and more inactive every year - we 

need to try and reverse this process and actively encourage as many people as possible  to participate in 

some kind of physical activity 
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• Cannock should have its stadium back. Local facilities for athletics are dire. Cannock residents also 

deserve the Stadium Site to be used for the purpose it was intended and it should be restored as a multi-

function sports facility - hopefully along the lines of Aldersley Leisure Village in Wolverhampton 

• Cannock Stadium should never have been closed down, bulldozed. But hopefully a more modern and 

better facility will replace the old one 

• Cannock Stadium should not have been knocked down in the first place as we are paying twice the 

amount of just refurbishing the old one 

• Car parking has to be a number one priority on the redevelopment, living in the area, we get a high load 

of vehicle parked within our street when football matches are being played, some of these even block our 

drives and make our street dangerous 

• Could you build a skate park please like Rugeley Skate Park? 

• Couldn't be more pleased as live close by and was disappointed housing was being considered as green 

space is vital in the area 

• Development is most needed 

• Development of athletics is high priority, and I’m sure many of our youngsters have a great deal of talent 

in this area 

• Do it soon! 

• Do it sooner rather than later 

• Do not create a desirable hang out for teenagers to drink/take drugs as this is why the stadium was 

removed! 

• Do not want it to become a haunt for young troublemakers who want to spoil other people's enjoyment 

• Due to the area in which the stadium is situated, I believe security is an issue and without care being 

taken to prevent against vandalism and anti-social behaviour, the Stadium Site would rapidly fall into 

disuse again. 

• Facilities which are unique to area. No formal tennis club around Cannock area and no athletics track 

within 15 mile radius. Therefore there will be large amount of interest in these facilities. However if 

planning to develop football Astroturf - must recognise that lots of facilities like this in the local area. 

Athletics/tennis facilities will allow all abilities and ages to take part in sports which generally aren’t 

accessible/provided in the area so far 

• Fantastic/brilliant potential to be a hub for sports and recreational facilities. Let's get ourselves/children 

and families fit and healthy together. Stafford have Rowley Park, Cannock need the stadium 

• Give us back our track please as Rowley Park has now lost its centre field to a new football pitch (we 

have enough of them) 

• Having lived in the area all my life and used the old venue with the local school and after school activities 

it should be restored to a proper stadium and policed and protected and looked after properly not like 

previous Councillors failed 

• That creative and innovative planning is crucial to ensure that the space is utilised to its full potential 

• Having disposed of the Stadium Site previously it seems that was a short sighted decision considering 

you now want to reopen it. Where is the money going to come from for this and will the Council choose 

the most popular suggestions? 

• Hurry it up 

• I am so pleased that the housing development has been shelved and there is a chance that it will be 

used for its original purpose again. It should never have closed in the first place but now we have the 

chance to create a lasting legacy of a wonderful sport and recreation facility for the whole community 

• Whether there is a possibility to lease land for Cannock Town FC? 

• I believe it is paramount that it is developed for sport and recreation for local people. It must not be 

allowed to be used for housing or commercial development 

• I hope the planning of this project will be thought out carefully and used to its full potential and not sit as 

a used area 

• I live in Rugeley but some of my extended family live in Cannock, anything which improves Cannock 

Chase area can only be good. 

• I personally feel that the Stadium Site should not be knocked down originally and therefore this would be 

the right thing to do 

• I think a big circus tent would go well so all the clowns who shut the good stadium can go in and watch 

• I think after the success of the Olympics a sports track is justified a.s.a.p. to capture the enthusiasm that 

the Olympics has stirred 
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• I think it would be a great idea to redo the stadium, as there is no local athletics stadium and this would 

encourage kids, as well as others, to take part in some individual activities 

• I think that the stadium land should be used for the community. But the local community groups and 

existing facilities should be consulted and everyone work together to make best use of the land available 

• I think this is a good idea 

• I think this is an excellent idea, the stadium should never of been closed. It is so close to our youth club 

it would be a great resource to use to keep children off the streets and give them something to do. 

• I whole heartedly believe the stadium should not be rebuilt and the area should be used to build much 

needed social housing. Cannock/Hednesford does not need a stadium, there are ample facilities for all 

sports already elsewhere 

• I want it to be for more people 

• I would like it developed and landscaped to stop fly tipping and residents throwing their rubbish over the 

boundary fences 

• I would like it returned as far as possible to how it used to be 

• I would like to see a caretaker to look after the Stadium Site or report any vandalism 

• I would like to see the stadium to be used for a variety of events   

• I would love to see the stadium returned to an athletics venue for local clubs and young athletes. A true 

legacy for 2012! However, I would also like to see that it is more open to use by the local community for 

recreation and local events. Crafts fairs, summer fetes, festivals etc. 

• It would be nice to see Saturday/Sunday league football again 

• If developments go ahead, will they be maintained? Sustrans could sort out a cycle route? 

• If there has to be football can it be small as there are other sports people like to take part in 

• If there is not enough money to do something properly and to a high standard, then don't do it as it will 

just be abused 

• Is it likely to go ahead? Is enough funding available? 

• It's a long overdue redevelopment of an existing sports facility. I think the Council should focus on a 

more dedicated and organised sporting venue rather than branching into general unstructured leisure 

and community hire as the Stadium Site was previously. Lots more links should be forged with schools to 

encourage use by them and their students in their own time. The Council need to be providing affordable 

quality venues to give young people more opportunities and options in a wide range of sports so that 

their time can be spent productively. In the long term this is a win win situation. Less anti-social 

behaviour, better focus and skills and who knows the area could be producing future Olympians as a 

legacy of London 2012 

• It's a pity it cost so much to lose a very good decent facility and now costing again to put something 

back. It's wasteful of poll tax payers money and has been left empty for a long period of time, V. V. 

wasteful of the Council - disgraceful waste of money! 

• It's a pity it wasn't improved before, what a waste of money 

• It's vital to develop the sports provision in Cannock to build on the legacy left by the Olympics - we must 

inspire a generation!! 

• It could be a vital part of joining together the communities of the Blake Area and surrounding areas 

• It has been undeveloped for many years 

• It is a good idea. Changing rooms would be good but other local teams would not be able to afford 

another £300+. So if they did build them pitch 2 and 3 should be able to use the pitches without 

changing rooms otherwise only clubs that aren't local will benefit 

• It needs something to happen there as it is just wasted space at the moment 

• It needs to be a community facility not driven towards just sports 

• It needs to be developed to give the widest range possible of recreation and age group 

• It needs to be supervised at all times and locked when no supervision 

• It really is about time action is being taken to develop this area and a real pity that a decision was made, 

incorrectly in my opinion, to demolish the sports stadium. Investment and development should have 

been made several years ago. Had a more positive decision been made years ago it may have resulted in 

more revenue coming into the area and who knows we may have seen a local sport star gracing the 

2012 Olympic stadium. The country is still in a positive state following the great performances of British 

athletes at the Olympic Games. Unfortunately the Cannock Chase area has not shared in the success due 

to no investment made by the local Council in sporting facilities within the area 

• It should be developed to its fullest potential but for the people of Cannock Chase and their needs 
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• It should be reformed to its 'former glory' as mainly a centre for athletics excellence (with maybe a few 

other sports supported so long as they do not interfere with the athletics area i.e. Central areas of tracks 

are for throwers not football pitches! 

• It should never have been demolished but given improved facilities to serve community for all the family 

especially the young 

• It should never have been demolished, we need the stadium back, too late for the London Olympics now, 

but we would be glad to see a sporting facility again 

• It should not have been destroyed as it was definitely not suitable for housing!! 

• It should not be used for housing development 

• It was a bad day when the previous cycling track was bulldozed but with the renewed interest in cycling, 

the legacy should be backed and this is one way we could help. Bring the cycling track back and as it 

used to be, have a running track inside and the inner section for field events. 

• It was an athletics track and throwing area and should be returned to its original use especially after 

what Stafford have done 

• It will be a brilliant facility for the district and could help improve the level of health in the area 

• It would be great for all the young athletes who have been inspired by the 2012 Olympics to get a good 

start on their training and not too far for them to have to travel meaning they would be able to train 

more often 

• It would be nice to have the stadium facilities back again as it shouldn't have been demolished in the first 

place, hopefully if they are reintroduced the Council can market the facilities better than before 

• It would be wonderful to see the stadium developed again. Should never have been demolished as it was 

well used by schools and other athletics clubs. Council used our money to demolish it, now we have to 

pay to rebuild, you should be ashamed of yourselves! 

• It would bring the stadium back to life 

• It’s a really exciting prospect to think we may get a running track back in Cannock especially if it is in 

nice surroundings. 

• Its potential is enormous (cycling is on a high) 

• Just that it was available all as before more or less it was a lovely stadium with football pitches, running 

track, baseball pitches, which all went and now it all wants to be brought back what a waste when the 

facilities were already there? 

• Just to make it a place people would like 

• Keep cost down! 

• Keep wildlife areas undisturbed (hedgehogs are active) 

• Leave the houses out and make it a broad open area for recreation and sport. We are losing too much of 

our open spaces! 

• Let’s try and make this a sports site to be proud of 

• Looked after and cleaned up more often 

• Make it a focal point for community and Cannock Chase 

• Make it a safe pace for all ages and disabilities 

• Make it good, make it modern, make it so people will want to come and use the facility 

• Support the development of the stadium for the benefit of pupils, their families and the community. 

Committed to ensuring pupils have access to facilities and schemes that help them to keep fit and enjoy 

sport. They are more likely to access if the facilities are where they live, this is so important in an area of 

deprivation 

• My teenage son and his friends have to travel to Rugeley or Great Wyrley for a decent skate park, would 

be great for teens to have the area for BMX and skateboards keep them off the street 

• Needs better access 

• Needs to look cared for someone needs the responsibility and power to stop anti-social behaviour 

• Only that the Stadium Site should have never been closed down in the first place. Now that we have had 

a successful Olympics we have a greater need for the athletics track 

• Our children need the same facilities as those in the Olympics 

• Personally I would love to see it back to the athletics track because that's the sport I am most involved in 

and me and my family could use the Stadium Site instead of traveling to Stafford for training, but the 

club is unsure on how long we can stay at Rowley Park due to the new 3G pitch they have put in the 

middle of the track 

• Please consider disabled users 
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• Please consider the needs/requests of local residents whatever age or religion etc. This is a great 

opportunity to give something special to the local community that they can use and be proud of 

• Please do not allow parking on Festival Mews (private parking) which has a cut through to stadium 

ground. Weekends are already congested with vehicles due to local football played there. Build car park 

off Pye Green Road entrance 

• Please find a way to keep motorbikes off this site, it is very noisy and very dangerous 

• Please get it right unlike the leisure centre! (Studio being too small, sports hall not being re-floored, pool 

not being ready etc.) 

• Put it back as it was 

• Put the track back 

• Quality not quantity 

• Should be a good location as on a busy road, also people on the way to Cannock Chase may use. Just 

need to watch out for groups misusing as they do now, drugs, fires etc. 

• Should be available for spectator sports and these events should be advertised 

• Should be used for recreation and open space for people living in the area 

• Should be used for sport only with security at all times 

• Should benefit people local so needs to be free open space. It's never had proper paths for people or 

dogs, would be used more better paths/lights 

• Should have never been knocked down - waste of money (our money) 

• Shouldn't have been closed down/demolished in the first place 

• Since knocking the stadium down things were pretty bad at first now it's lovely and peaceful, would like 

it to stay that way 

• Since the Council demolished the Stadium Site it has been unused and in dire need of redevelopment, 

this should be a new athletics facility following the Olympics 

• Since the Olympics a larger unit of the population have become interested in sports and recreation. A 

local facility is needed to accommodate this 

• Stadium had one of the best athletic tracks around. It should be an athletic/sport stadium with facilities 

for all sporting groups to use 

• Support athletics as no facility for many miles 

• The area and children need this development, was used a lot before 

• The area needs the facility as soon as possible, it should never have been closed 

• The area of the Stadium Site was previously well used by a number of sports, athletics who used the 

track, football who used the inside of the track area, basketball court which was used by younger 

children for either basketball or football. Should the development include function rooms this would mean 

that the Council would be able to generate income from the hire of these rooms to local groups who lost 

the use of these rooms when the facility closed if the Council put a small kiosk on site which sold 

refreshments this would encourage families who use the facility to purchase ice creams etc. by 

landscaping the area and planting well it would make the area very pleasant and also encourage wildlife 

back to the area 

• The current site is unsafe and in urgent need of development 

• The facilities that used to be there should be made available again to a higher standard 

• The fact that the stadium was closed for so long was a joke. Cannock and Stafford Athletics Club left the 

track in 2009 and the Stadium Site has been left to ruins ever since. We should have been allowed 

access back there to be able to train whilst decisions were being made about its future. Making it back 

into an athletics facility will at least be some compensation for what we have had to face as a club. 

• The needs of existing users must be taken into consideration as well as that of national governing bodies 

that can help support the development of such sites 

• The public need to be kept informed of progress of the building stages, volunteers i.e. also those not in 

work but claiming benefits should be involved in its upkeep thus keeping costs down 

• The Stadium Site has always been a popular venue for young athletes from clubs and schools 

• The Stadium Site has great potential. I hope the money is available to help it reach that potential  the 

then lib-dem/tory Council who destroyed the old site should face jail for not having the vision to see the 

potential of the Stadium Site. (I say that as a Council tax payer in Cannock Chase) 

• The Stadium Site has massive potential, it could even pay for itself with proper planning 

• The Stadium Site is in a perfect location and should be made accessible for all for fitness and leisure 

• The sooner the better, it was a disgrace that it was destroyed 
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• The stadium has to be the hub of the community 

• The stadium I understand used to incorporate a banked cycle track which was removed, there is a lack of 

this type of facility locally, or a large oval track area that could be flat for cycle coaching, would be great. 

• The stadium in the past used to be a focal point for many activities. Local prestige football matches took 

place, there was a thriving club there and a very good athletics club based at the facility. Schools held 

sports day there. Let's go for it fully and create a facility that the whole area can be proud of. A constant 

comment in days gone by was the fact that it was too far away from the main town locally, therefore not 

easy to get to 

• The stadium is a landmark of Cannock Chase and it should never have been closed or torn down. We 

need to rebuild this facility and bring sport back into the community. 

• The stadium should be developed as near original as possible plus other recreation facilities 

• The stadium should concentrate on sports not already available in the area. This project should not 

compete with existing facilities 

• The stadium should never have been demolished in the first place. The Stadium Site should be developed 

to improve sporting facilities as soon as possible. 

• The Stadium Site was closed and demolished by the last liberal Council. This would have given 26 million 

pound to be put into the development of a much better facility situated at a purpose built venue. It would 

also have built a new leisure centre at Cannock instead of a refurbished one that the pool leaks in.   

Expensive and community housing would also have been available but the labour opposed this and set 

about the blocking of the project because they did not think of it. Now they want to spend money they 

do not have on a stadium that will be no better than the one that was demolished. By the way the whole 

site is worth only 6 million at the present time. Say no to a stadium here have a good look at the 

recreation ground at Heath Hayes 

• The stadium was a great asset to our community it would be great to see it come back 

• The upstairs area could have been used more for karate, judo, martial arts classes, yoga, keep fit etc. 

• This is a major site in Cannock and if it is developed correctly it could help to put Cannock on the map as 

an area that people want to visit for reasons other than its selection of pound style shops. As I stated 

previously I would like there to be a safe area that teenagers can engage in constructive activities, 

perhaps the teenage cafe that used to be in the bandstand could be located there, or play ranger style 

staff who are able to provide advice and guidance 

• This is a much needed facility for sport and recreation for the whole community 

• This is an opportunity for Cannock to build on the legacy of the Olympics. Cannock has always had an 

excellent athletics club which now struggles with training facilities which could be detrimental to the club 

and the local youth in the medium to long term. Cannock would have been my first choice for my 

daughter who has taken up distance running. She has now joined royal Sutton Coldfield AC due to the 

distance involved in travelling to Stafford. 

• This site has always served the people of Cannock Chase and beyond. With more housing development in 

CCDC area, sporting facilities would serve all families and would be good for a deprived area 

• This site is situated in a more deprived area of our community with emphasis on athletics, sport and a 

pleasant and safe environment it could be a hub of our county 

• This Stadium Site could provide a much needed sport and leisure hub for the whole district. 

• To ensure the Stadium Site is promoted locally so we can access it 

• To make it accessible to young and old at different times of the day 

• Traffic 

• Try to listen to the people and build in harmony with nature as far as possible 

• User friendly 

• We desperately need the facilities the stadium can provide for the benefit of our community 

• We lived near the stadium for many years and it was used for many years by us for the children's 

playfield, tennis court and school sports. A Friday afternoon tea dance was run there for 10 years. 

• We need to kick start ourselves after the high of the Olympics and Paralympics 

• We should provide facilities to encourage more sport and/or leisure facilities for our youth, especially as 

so many are unemployed. Sport could create jobs! 

• We should replace what was demolished. Would be good to see the athletics club there again 

• What a shame it was demolished in the first place and this would have been a much cheaper exercise!! 

• Whatever its final use becomes, you need to assume that it forms an area where under 18s can go 

safely. They should not feel unsafe and exposed to drink/drugs and other antisocial behaviour 
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• Who will be responsible for its upkeep "park keeper"? Wages, cost, security? 

• Why did we ever knock the stadium down? 

• Why on earth was it demolished in the first place! 

• Would be good for local people. Better if local youths have somewhere to go. Stadium has a long history 

and local schools would not have to travel to have sports day 

• Would like to keep views from Pye Green across grass area and football pitch, hopeful of security and 

maintenance of area 

• Would we have to pay for facilities? 

• Yeah, get the right people into do and look after the stadium 

• Yes it’s nice to see the Council listening to the people of the chase area and putting something back 

which the local people have missed 

• Yes! To lose it to a development would be a waste. It should be rebuilt and given to the community with 

areas for dog walking, playing, football pitches, lighted areas for outdoor football for youths 11 aside 

football pitches, floodlights, cycle routes etc. 

• Yes, bring it back to its glory days as it was before. 
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Section 6: Additional comments 
 
1. Additional comments 
Consultees were asked if they would like to add any further comments about the development of the 

Stadium Site. These are detailed in List 1. 

 

List 1: Further comments about the development of the Stadium Site 

• A kiosk is a must with a picnic area too, also toilets and disabled toilet. A car park too. A grounds man 

too, patrolling the area to reduce the visit of any vandalism etc., plenty of rubbish bins, keep the area 

children friendly and have a strict no dogs policy 

 

• After each sporting activity could you make the clubs clean up after their games 

 

• After the Olympic experience we need to kick on with our young and old being fitter!! 

 

• Again I can only say we have no community centre in this area and one would be an advantage to the 

local people 

 

• Want it back to what it was for people to enjoy themselves and give children somewhere to go and get 

them off the streets, give them an interest in life, keep people fir engaging them in sports. We would 

love to be able to take our grandchildren for walks and recreation there. I was there the day the stadium 

opened and I always loved it. Get it back to what it was, somewhere we can be proud of 

 

• Any improvements I would be grateful for, it's a shame for the area not to be used 

 

• As a member of C&S Athletics Club, I was devastated when Cannock Stadium got closed. To see this 

reopen as an athletics stadium would be great for me and the club as they could expand, as a lot of 

athletes left due to having to travel to Stafford. This being back will bring back the local of south staffs as 

we used to have an excellent number of athletes in the club.   I hope that the Stadium Site will reopen 

not just for athletics, but to everyone, to promote sport in kids! 

 

• As a school we would like to visit as part of our learning 

 

• As far as possible development should make single/elderly feel safe to use the area 

 

• As the area is very built up on the Pye Green Road it would be nice to have some open space. Plant trees 

instead of building with bricks. Families need green space and clean air, not a sports hall with a cafe. Get 

the community involved and let groups use the area for projects. We already have Cannock Leisure 

Centre and Rugeley Leisure Centre so move away from sport and let the space evolve more naturally 

 

• Build something of use to various ages, stages and abilities  involve those who are out of work in 

maintaining the venue, thus giving them a feeling of worth  keep costs to a minimum  promote its use as 

much as possible 

 

• Community areas are vital for developing a sense of community. We have few facilities for teenagers in 

our area therefore facilities that young people can use are essential. A community room would also 

benefit the elderly who used to use what was a lovely room (with a lift) before it was allowed to go to 

rack and ruin. Not everyone wants to meet in a pub. Lots of people from out of the area attended sports 

meetings, this could happen again. If houses were built the home owners will not want a development 

like this on their doorstep but we have nothing like it anywhere! 

 

• Dog poo bins should be provided and lack of use enforced 
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• Don't price it out of local people's use. Our team don't have money for changing rooms so keep it a 

choice on pitches if they won't be able to afford them 

 

• Every ideas would be wonderful, but please no motorbikes 

 

• For anyone who took part or watched the 2012 Olympics they will know that sport "the taking part" "the 

challenges" "the wining" lifts the hopes and aspirations of not only individuals but communities and the 

nation. Cannock should have facilities to accommodate sportsmen and sportswomen young/old to aspire 

to challenges of their chosen sport 

 

• Get the kids involved in this project!! If they help plan and give their wants and needs hopefully they will 

respect the area and use the facilities they will use. Enlist local schools - appoint representatives. Make 

them feel their voice/opinion matters. They are the future of this project!! 

 

Happy to see the sports ground being developed for public use. Well done 

 

• Having a large flat area or oval track that could be used for cycling and running would be great as 

coaching could take place for adults and children 

 

• Having lived in the area all my life and watched the original stadium being built and opened it was such a 

disappointment when it was allowed to get run down and eventually be demolished, much against the 

wishes of many of the local people, hopefully if it can be restored it can be better run by the Council 

 

• I am an athlete for a local athletics club and it would be great to have Cannock Stadium back to the new 

development to Rowley Park in Stafford. I use the facility now to play football and by looking at the 

current state of the area it can easily be transformed into an athletics stadium again 

 

• I am aware that a number of football teams are keen to have the area covered with pitches. This should 

not happen. There are 2 large primary schools within close vicinity of the Stadium Site. These families 

have very little play space at all. Play space is very important to the development of children and there 

should be lots of activities made available for children and families to use. Also older people in the area 

should have a chance to walk in a safe environment close to their homes 

 

• I am sure that a mapping exercise has been done to ascertain existing facilities in the area that are open 

to the public. Need to consider costs, some facilities are out of reach for the disadvantaged, need support 

workers i.e. champions to encourage and engage with users 

 

• I believe I have made comments in earlier questions to emphasise how disappointed I am that it has 

taken so long for a decision to be made with regard to development on this site. It is music to my ears to 

hear that it may now finally possibly be developed into a sporting/leisure facility area for the local 

Cannock Chase community to benefit and use. I believe the local community would be in a majority to 

hear news in the local press of the plans for this development for such use 

 

• I believe you have covered everything 

 

• I consider it to be of high importance within our area and look forward to the positive image this will 

provide. If Asda provide the money for the Astroturf it should be referred to as "Asdaturf" henceforth!! 

 

• I do hope that the people who shut and bulldozed the original Stadium Site watched the 2012 Olympics 

and said to themselves some of them should have come from Cannock 

 

• I do not think buildings should be built on it again as they only serve to attract vandals and incur costs.  

Sheltered areas needed. Maybe a sitting area which is landscaped to enable people to enjoy the area. It 

should have a varied use to enable full use of the area. 
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• I feel strongly that the Stadium Site should be developed so that it can be used by the whole community 

of Cannock Chase area. It shouldn't be made exclusively for one group of people/organisation. Whatever 

it becomes care should be taken that it doesn't just attract people partaking in anti-social behaviour, 

which will make the majority of good people - young and old - afraid to use the facility. I appreciate that 

money is a huge consideration - the money must be spent wisely and not wasted as it has been done so 

many times in the past!!! 

 

• I have already mentioned this but would like to reiterate - please put athletics first - please do not allow 

athletics to be pushed out by football yet again. Local athletes need somewhere good to train and the 

local club needs a dedicated facility to host meetings. If we do not have these facilities we will lose 

excellent athletes to outside areas such as Birchfield. This would be a shame being as our club has 

produced excellent Olympic standard athletes such as John Mayock and Kerry Maddox 

 

• I have said all that is important to me in previous comments 

 

• I hope I have covered this previously, but if not! Let's give something back that was taken away, let's 

improve the facilities when it is built, run the stadium correctly, give you the children of today something 

to look forward to tomorrow - give clubs, schools, children, adults a facility and a site to share with 

family, friends and clubs, young and old 

 

• I hope the current Council deals with the issues better than the previous Council 

 

• I really do not understand why the stadium building was knocked down??? If the main reason was 

vandalism and security then this would need to be sorted before the Council spends money rebuilding 

what it knocked down with a strong idea how they could overcome the problems 

 

• I think local residents should be kept well informed of proposals, especially as we don't receive local 

newspapers (free). This is paramount if it means there would be change to access and security issues 

 

• I used to live in Cemetery Road as a youngster, and I trained on the stadium often. We paid sixpence a 

day and could borrow the equipment. This may sound funny, but we were not allowed to practice on the 

football field in the middle of the stadium. It has always baffled me. In my opinion the stadium was for 

some reason deliberately left to run down, till eventually hardly anyone was using it. it was a shame to 

see it go, especially now when the youth are more interested in athletics and field events. I dearly hope 

that the Stadium Site takes off and gives Chadsmoor and the youngsters something to be proud of. 

Thank you                 

 

• I used to look forward to watching my son play football and occasions seeing the athletics, this would be 

a good response to the general public to regenerate again 

 

• I was very annoyed when land was originally earmarked for housing.  When I grew up, we were lucky to 

have a choice of scouts/ guides, youth clubs, church clubs (60s music!). Today's youth seem to have 

nothing once they leave school 

 

• I wish the development every success 

 

• I worked on the stadium when it was first opened and had my daughter's wedding reception in the first 

floor room. It should not be allowed to deteriorate if a new facility is provided 

 

• I would dearly love for the Stadium Site to be returned to what it used to be, and for Cannock Athletic 

Club and staff to use the facilities as before 

 

• I would like to see the redevelopment happen as soon as possible I have been unable to use the facilities 

for the last 4 years which is important when you are 16. Luckily I have been able to travel all the way to 

Stafford to continue training in sport but other promising athletes who started at the same time have just 

given up. Who knows if one of these could have been a future Olympian 
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• I would like to see the Stadium Site used for all sports, children being offered the chance to join clubs 

based there, nice clean entrance, good parking and supervised at all times, locked up when not in use at 

night 

 

• I would like to see the stadium reinstated as I thought it was a good facility before it was closed. 

Hopefully this will include a new athletics track and changing facilities as there are very few outdoor sport 

facilities with good changing facilities available in Hednesford 

 

• If the Council had not closed our stadium down in the first place there would be no need to waste money 

sending these questionnaires out 

 

• If you had not knocked it down but had improved the Stadium Site it would not have cost so much to put 

it right 

 

• In both Paralympics and Olympics we did really well in the velodrome, what about a cycling track or 

velodrome. Let's get the youth of Staffordshire interested in cycling, wouldn't it be great to get a local 

getting a gold in future Olympics. Or what about a boxing ring. We have to encourage both boys and 

girls, it teaches them respect 

 

• In view of the sporting achievements of UK athletes during 2012, there is a lot of motivation for young 

people to take up athletics and adults to get fitter. The athletes who used to train at the Cannock site 

before it was removed have now had to give up or move to Birchfield club in Birmingham (a lot further to 

go ) or Rowley Park at Stafford which has just had Astroturf pitches put in the centre making it crowded 

and noisy for the runners and taking away the facilities for the throwing events. Cannock and Stafford AC 

is now under threat of dissolving as these obstacles are discouraging athletes from staying in the sport or 

else they are moving to other clubs 

 

• In what has been a fantastic year for sport, let's use this opportunity to create a lasting and vibrant 

facility for all 

 

• It could accommodate a safe recreational site for everyone. It would be a joy to hear music and the local 

people enjoying the sports activities. I used to love it when I was in my rear garden hearing everyone 

enjoying themselves and it has been a sad loss. I would even appreciate a gate from my garden onto the 

stadium 

 

• It had a good bus route to the stadium, the facilities were there, nice covered stand, good changing 

rooms and showers, dark night training with floodlights, people like me and others who liked the place, 

all we have now is a rubbish dump full of druggies and nowhere for the future generation of youth to 

develop and it was used good until some ********s closed it down 

 

• It has been a blight on the area for too long  get it done a.s.a.p. 

 

• It has very good potential to be a good asset to the community but like all other things in this area will 

suffer from vandalism if not closely monitored but I am pleased to see you are not trying to sell the land 

 

• It is pointless having the facility and not making use of it 

 

• It must be available for use by a wide section of the public. Spectators should be catered for. Community 

rooms should be provided at low cost 

 

• It was vandalism when Councillors closed the original stadium especially in the light of the planned 

Olympics 2012 

 

• It will be good to see the Stadium Site being redeveloped and used by a lot more people 
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• It would be fair to say that the closure of the old stadium was a major setback to the area. The manner 

in which it was dealt with was poor. It would be pleasant to see a full and open discussion in the local 

forum regarding the redevelopment, with input from local sports and community groups alike. 

 

• It would be lovely to have the stadium back to how it used to be 30 years ago, living so close to it, it was 

heart-breaking to see a lovely space where my children had spent happy times and knowing my 

grandchildren wouldn't be able to share the same experience. The forestry commission has some brilliant 

ideas for recreation facilities, so does Raven Hill Park, Brereton, lovely paddling pool and Council staff 

there to oversee. Beacon Park Lichfield have been transformed with a bit of imagination areas like the 

stadium can be fabulous again. Wishing you good luck with this venture 

 

• Just think of the year we have had in sport when you come to decide on what to do at the Stadium Site 

 

• Lighting and possible CCTV of the redeveloped site would help prevent anti-social behaviour 

 

• MS society - would like to extend how many meetings and provide new access - different place and 

exercise area 

 

• My kids and kids in the area are needing something like this. A sports facility that could encourage and 

designed to enable physical and disabled people to use for sport would be amazing what ever age you 

are  

 

• Need to be thought about properly supervised people on duty and control litter and noise but overall I 

think a good prospect for the area. Would create a few jobs or could advertise for volunteers to help look 

after the area. I hope it is soon up and running 

 

• None at the moment, can't wait till it's all developed 

 

• Please don’t screw it up! Time and time again we see poorly-thought-out, short-sighted, penny-pinching 

decisions being made that have a detrimental long-term effect on Cannock and its residents. Make this 

something to be proud of - not just something for the sake of it! 

 

• Please get the scheme started as soon as possible 

 

• Please get this development started as soon as possible 

 

• Please give back the athletics stadium that is much needed in this area of Staffordshire. I have very fond 

memories of attending events to represent my school in running, high jump, javelin and shot put events. 

I feel that our young athletes are missing out 

 

• Please use this site to rebuild a new athletics track, there have been so many talented athletes start their 

careers here with the local schools competitions it has been a big mistake to leave this site unused 

 

• Please whatever facilities are put on the Stadium Site can we not have houses built. Whilst I agree that 

houses should be a top priority, communal space is also necessary as well and can we have space that 

caters to everyone, not just skate ramps and football pitches 

 

• I whole heartedly believe the stadium should not be rebuilt and the area should be used to build much 

needed social housing.  Cannock/Hednesford does not need a stadium, there are ample facilities for all 

sports already elsewhere. I am completely against the plans to develop the Stadium Site into a 

community sport and recreation hub 

 

• Facilities need to be reasonable priced to enable families from the surrounding areas to access facilities. 

Discounts for families/schools etc., loyalty schemes, open all year, all weather facilities 
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• Put simply, Cannock needs to invest in local sport urgently. Our surrounding neighbours all have some 

fantastic facilities - why not Cannock? Let's do something exceptional rather than ordinary for a change! 

(or not at all) 

 

• Reinstate Stadium Site to what it was before re: facilities that could be used by elderly people during the 

day and also where it could be used for clubs and social meetings, give us back a sports stadium 

 

• Return the stadium to its former glory and be a stadium to be respected in the county and wider 

 

• Should have been left as it was and improved 

 

• Should never be used for building houses, keep the Stadium Site for the general public 

 

• Should never have been closed 

 

• Shrubs and flowerbeds to be kept low for public safety, all football and training clubs to pick up rubbish 

before leaving or lose the facilities, all dog walking to be at the stadium boundaries 

 

• Since the Olympics, cycling has increased across the UK massively. Most areas within the UK have 

installed cycling tracks/BMX or pump tracks and they all are used on a daily basis by locals and visitors. 

 

• Sport is good for all sorts of reasons whether competitive or recreational. In these austere times, people 

need to feel good about themselves and have an option to meet others. This can be done through sport 

 

• The area really needs an athletics stadium to keep the 2012 legacy going, inspiring our youth and to put 

Cannock back on the map! 

 

• The development of the Stadium Site should have happened to rejuvenate the old building and not to 

waste public money on knocking it down then to develop a total new site 

 

• We would value being kept informed of how you wish to proceed as the Stadium Site is of significant 

interest to us 

 

• The facilities listed in sections 5 and 6 are extremely wide ranging and diverse. The Stadium Site would 

need to be open for most hours 7 days a week to make some of the recreational facilities readily 

available. The Stadium Site is bordered for the greater part of the perimeter by residential housing so 

noise could be a problem. How do you secure and maintain such a perimeter? A site of this size would, I 

believe, cost a great deal of funds annually to maintain, minimise vandalism and to secure adequately. 

Can the local authority budget for such measures in these times of austerity, bearing in mind the existing 

facilities provided in Cannock and the park area in Hednesford presently under renovation? 

 

• We support the Council's plans to develop what is a very important resource in the community. Its 

development will be of great advantage to children and parents. 

 

• The idea of making a sport and recreational hub here is fantastic for the whole community 

 

• The local area is desperate for the athletics track to be rebuilt. As a club we have suffered greatly with a 

downturn in the number of up and coming athletes from the local area and school competitions. 

 

• The old Stadium Site should not have been demolished. Surely it would have cost less to update the 

Stadium Site , rather than rebuild it? 

 

• The Olympics gave a massive boost to how people felt for our future, we need good facilities to 

encourage this to go far 
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• The previous stadium and site was allowed to fall into decline by the previously run con/lib Council 

against public opinion. A "stupidness" and disregard for their voters only they can explain. This Council 

listens to public opinion, realises what athletics and the recent Olympics did for this country and what a 

redeveloped site would mean to this deprived area 

 

• The Stadium Site has been derelict for too long it is about time it was developed 

 

• The Stadium Site has been put out of use for too long - there is a need to bring it back into use 

 

• The Stadium Site should be able to help "pay its way" so opening it up to various sports clubs for training 

and events would help. Clubs for outside the area would pay to use good facilities 

 

• The Stadium Site should not be used for housing, many people were devastated and disgusted when this 

site was demolished 

 

• The Stadium Site should provide facilities for as many local people as possible 

 

• The sole use of this site as an underutilised sports only site has been proven a burden to the district in 

the past and with proper consideration the Stadium Site could fulfil the function of sports/green space 

and recreational use whilst being properly funded in allowing the development of a reasonable part as 

much needed social and affordable housing 

 

• The sooner the better! 

 

• The space to be used by a wide range of organisations as listed, encourage the youth off the streets, 

offer people somewhere to go. Our grandchildren are very sports orientated, offer facilities to a wider 

area and a wide range of people. My husband and I have fond memories when we were younger of 

interschool athletics and the England school championships. Maybe one day we will see disability 

athletics championships held here 

 

• The stadium has the land to be used to make facilities for sport and activities for local children and 

teenagers outside of school times for learning and giving pride to their area which I grew up with and not 

like Councils who just seem to destroy activities 

 

• The stadium needs to be rebuilt for the community for all ages to enjoy. All of my customers are quite 

excited at the thought of the stadium being rebuilt and were devastated when it was demolished as a lot 

used it for groups meetings right on their doorstep. Bring it back to Cannock, people want it back. No 

other athletic clubs in the area, could be a super sports centre 

 

• The stadium should be developed for the good of the community with affordable facilities without 

encroaching on existing clubs and thus diluting their membership 

 

• The stadium should never have been demolished in the first place, we need sport and recreation facilities 

in our area, especially with all the planned housing developments 

 

• The stadium used to have a 400m athletics track with 10 lanes on the straights, it was used by the 

athletics club and by schools for training and competitions. I would like to see this as part of the 

development as there has been nowhere for potential athletes in and around the Cannock area to go 

unless they travel out of the area and with a successful Olympics having somewhere to harness and 

develop young sportsmen and women is a good thing 

 

• There are 3 pitches each have rough areas around them that would be better used for dog walkers/paths 

etc. Although the access at Princes Street isn't wide it could be used to make a car park out of the grass 

area. The other week an ambulance was called it had to park at Princess Street the entrance could be 

made single track onto a car park that would be used by visitors. Some away games people park off Belt 

Road and the residents in the houses complain. Car parking is tight when there are 3 games being played 
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• This stadium should be for all sport, we have running clubs, cycling clubs, hockey clubs, but a lot of 

these children cannot afford membership, they need something like pay as you go, there are a lot of 

children around Cannock who have sport but just cannot afford the clubs. My children spent a lot of time 

at the stadium when they were young and now still enjoy sport as adults 

 

• This was completed by Redhill Reception Class as a group, they also would like to see bike tracks. 

 

• To make sure that once the consultation is over we can make sure that we have a reasonable timescale 

to finalise the Stadium Site 

 

• We as a family and all of our neighbours are delighted that the stadium is back to being used for sports 

facilities. The plan for houses would have been disastrous! For years there was so much enjoyment at 

the stadium. In their these times of obesity and children being bored, this is perfect. We enjoy regular 

walks over there and certainly would welcome more landscaping, pathways as has been done further 

along Belt Road/Stanley Road 

 

• We have a fantastic leisure centre facilities in the area but we desperately need outdoor sports grounds. 

Apart from school facilities there is very little available apart from tennis 

 

• It's lovely to sit and look over. It's like living in the country. We watch the dog walkers trying to get 

through the over grown paths but could definitely do with dog poo bins and rubbish bins and it would be 

lovely if you have a few flower borders around some nice pathways. We quite like to see the football 

match on a Sunday morning but they could do with some toilets as they keep the weeds well watered. A 

few benches here and there would be good as well so people could come and sit and enjoy the 

surrounding 

 

• We have lived here for (many) years and our garden backs on. We have never been happy about the 

areas around football pitches where grass is left uncut and rubbish dumped there. Weeds and grass are 

higher than 6 foot. Would like to see paths made here for the walking of dogs so that people use these 

instead of dogs fouling the football pitches 

 

• We would be happy to organise a group of young people to help with the planning and design of the 

area. We also feel that it is important for young people to feel part of the community 

 

• What Stafford Borough Council have done is a disgrace especially in Olympic year, you have a chance to 

redress the balance and help us provide suitable coaching to Staffordshire kids. 

 

• When football is played on Sundays we cannot park our cars because of footballers using the spaces, it 

would be worse if more facilities are put back  

 

• Why was money wasted removing existing athletic facilities? 

 

• Would be nice to have a social centre for over 50s, bingo, talks, meetings and social events, green bowls, 

cinema etc. 

 

• Would like to see the Stadium Site include a "changing places toilet". 
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Section 7: Qualitative analysis 
 

1. Young people under the age of 16 years old 
 

“I like to……. 

 

• Tidy up in the house and my room 

• Ride my bike 

• Roller skate 

• Skateboard 

• Play tennis 

• Play outside 

• Play on the swings and roundabout 

• Laugh and play with my mates 

• Fly on a magic carpet 

• Ride my bike with my friend 

• Draw 

• Play on a climbing frame outside 

• Play with my dog 

• Picnic outside 

• Play on the swings 

• Play with clowns 

• Surf 

• Play at dressing up 

• Play 

• Love to walk my dog, Jess 

• Ride my bike 

• Play on the swings 

• Play football x 3 

• Go on a cycling track 

• Play on the swings 

• Walk my dog outside 

• Play with spiders. 

 

 

2. Community feedback 
• It’s good it will be put to use 

 

• There’s positive feedback, people remember the opening of the old stadium 

 

• It will be used, an athletics club 

 

• People use it as a cut through, but there aren’t any lights 

 

• It’s overgrown, there is high grass and brambles 

 

• It’s a shame the old site was demolished 

 

• The area will benefit (from the development), it was always in use 

 

• There’s a lot of local interest 
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• On Cannock Road in Hednesford, they’ve landscaped the old colliery site and the path is wide and used a 

lot by wheelchair users. There’s sensory benefits and it’s beautiful, and a lot of disabled wheelchair users 

use it 

 

• To the best of my understanding the Stadium Site has become effectively derelict, rendering your 

questionnaire somewhat superfluous, indeed it could be argued, as being entirely without reasonable 

content? I can’t see that answering some or part of the questionnaire would in any way be of any use. 

Rather it would waste my time and present you with an opportunity to waste even more of the Council’s 

money? 

 

3. Community Forum meetings 
• The running track was not used much towards the end and was subsidised financially £100,000 per year. 

Is there any idea what it costs to build the new facilities? 

 

• What were the facilities there originally? 

 

• It’s a shame there’s not a legacy for the Olympics 

 

• Is it 5 years until there will be funding available? 

 

• I hope the contractors are better than the current issue with the swimming baths 

 

• Is there funding possible from Asda? 

 

• Did sports take up all the space or was there additional room? 

 

• It’s one of many good ideas going forwards 

 

• It’s a shame the baths aren’t completed 

 

• The cost involved, 106 sweetener money being used/allocated toward the Stadium Site from housing 

development? 

 

• The Stadium Site is in Cannock North and is money taken from homes being built in Hednesford?  The 

Pye Green Valley Housing Development is not benefiting from the funding 

 

• The questionnaire only asks about current areas for consideration, it only asks about sport and 

recreation. There is only one small option for considering another use of the Stadium Site, such as 

housing 

 

• Cannock Chase itself is the biggest recreation opportunity. Why building on a Greenfield site when you 

could use that land for housing and save the Greenfield site? Why not use the 106 money in the right 

location and build the stadium on Pye Green Valley 

 

• It could have been an Olympic legacy if it hadn’t been demolished originally 

 

• The stadium wasn’t being used and that’s why it was taken down 

 

• There are health issue concerns in the area, do we have a timescale or is it going to be 5 years? 

 

4. Organisational/stakeholder feedback 
• A bowling green 

 

• A drop in unit for runners to use for changing and meeting could be something that could be incorporated 

within the plans and would benefit a number of sports 
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• A pavilion to allow for bad weather for planned picnics 

 

• A track for people and monkey bars. Items spread around so people can develop their own circuit 

training 

 

• As a country there are some good models for sites like this, also other countries have great examples to 

look at further 

 

• Changing facilities need to be suitable for those with disabilities 

 

• Climbing frames and swings for adults 

 

• Community/facility rooms are considered very important if they could be used for youth services and 

adult and community learning, and used by anybody, not just as changing rooms 

 

• Consider the Blake Project 

 

• Consideration needs to be made to the Needs and Opportunities Assessment for National Planning Policy 

Statement 

 

• Currently the 3 senior pitches are of value and would be valuable being part of the future site. There is 

the need to marry up with current users and any relevant clubs 

 

• Development plans which the Council may wish to take into account as part of the consultation exercise 

include Stafford Borough Council’s plans to further develop the facilities at Rowley Park Stadium. 

Currently the Stadium Site accommodates an athletics track (serving both Stafford and Cannock Athletic 

Clubs), 3G Artificial Pitch and changing facilities. The detailed plans are currently being drawn up and it 

will be useful if any major proposed developments in Cannock and Stafford complement each other 

rather than duplicate or compete for similar markets 

 

• Different areas for different age groups 

 

• Examples from Victoria Park at Stafford, the jets and adventure play equipment 

 

• Explore the possibilities of a Community Bowls Facility on the Stadium Site 

 

• Factors that would enhance the use of the land as a playing field would be positive, for example, 

changing rooms would be regarded as an auxillary to use 

 

• Farming projects 

 

• Going forward it’s necessary to look at making it financially viable, for example, synthetic turf, ancillary 

provision and car parking 

 

• I do feel a multi-sport development with the inclusion of a training facility for track and field athletics 

would be an ideal model for Cannock and could be a blueprint for other potential sites across the country 

 

• I used the stadium and it was a good facility 

 

• If people are involved in creating the community art, for example if schools design benches, then they 

are less likely to be vandalised because there is ownership by local groups 

 

• In respect of the development, it should be noted that provision of football pitches is considered to be a 

priority due to the apparent high demand in the local area 

 

• It is difficult to differentiate recreation from sport, for example jogging and cycling 
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• It is felt strongly that the Stadium Site should be a hub for both sport and recreation 

 

• It is felt that this is a very exciting and positive opportunity for the local population 
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• Local provision at SNAP will complement the range of facilities determined as a result of the consultation 

 

• It needs to be considered what is already available locally, when this is available and where the gaps are 

 

• It should be central to a large number of groups 

 

• It shouldn’t be exclusively for sports or schools, it connects a lot of people, the space, it’s important to be 

accessible 

 

• It’s a great opportunity if it’s good for wheelchairs, then it’s good for everyone 

 

• It’s good that it’s not being built on 

 

• Lit up 

 

• Local consultation could be aspirational rather than what is needed, the focus should be on what is 

needed, what is sustainable. The decision needs to be strategic 

 

• Lots of different contained activities 

 

• Mental health football team 

 

• Outdoor swimming pool, paddling pool 

 

• Recreation facilities should incorporate the potential for community learning activities 

 

• Recreational gardens 

 

• Recreational running is a core theme with marked running routes and signage a key element. Inclusion 

of marked routes as part of the development would be welcome. This would link in well with the wider 

development work in terms of increasing recreational runners through joining local running groups 

 

• Should the park be closed or kept open (overnight)? 

 

• Skate Park 

 

• Small scale training facilities are one of the main areas to develop 

 

• Something that meets everyone’s needs for fun and exercise 

 

• Something that’s good for people with low level mood 

 

• Sport facilities should be made available for all age groups and both sexes. It has been noted that there 

is not much available locally for older people – there needs to be activities which appeal to them, such as 

walking trails with benches and distance markers. This would useful for those, who for example had 

suffered from stroke 

 

• Standards need to be met for people with disabilities, the Changing Places Standard 

 

• Subject interalia to funding being identified from appropriate sources, I am sure we would be supportive 

of the land being utilised for recreational and leisure services 

 

• The consultation itself is general, and there won’t be a “one size fits all” solution. It needs to be 

considered with how the Stadium Site fits into the whole master plan. It needs to improve the quality 
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and experience for the users, but this doesn’t take away from the fact that it is still a key site and the 

Stadium Site mustn’t be lost. We must not lose this site 

• The decision needs to be driven by the national governing bodies of sport, looking at the strategic needs 

in the locality. Attention needs to be paid to the facilities planning model undertaken with Sports England 

9 months ago which considered synthetic provision in the locality 

 

• The evidence base needs to be a driving consideration. It identifies what is needed and is actual rather 

than the aspiration of local people. It assesses the outdoor and indoor sport provision, population 

change, short falls and what needs improving 

 

• The facilities of the former stadium were used and enjoyed by many Hednesford residents 

 

• The Heritage Path on Cannock Chase is full at weekends 

 

• The precise facilities should depend on what is (or is not) available locally 

 

• There are currently 3 full sized pitches on the Stadium Site but unsure about how these fit in with the 

Cannock Stadium and the old athletics track and pitch – is it all the land that is being considered for 

development? There’s one pitch then there is lower ground and a plateau and another pitch then lower 

land and a plateau 

 

• There is a national policy on protecting playing fields and this should be a key influence. Cannock doesn’t 

have a surplus of playing fields. The guidance and policy on protecting playing fields needs to be 

considered. Most of the area is part of a playing field and there is the national policies and guidance to 

protect playing fields 

 

• There is a great deal of enthusiasm 

 

• There is a lot of mental health difficulties in the population in the area, social networking is positive 

 

• There is support for the ambitions to develop the Stadium Site as a community sport and recreation hub. 

The development plans should also consider the strategic fit with neighbouring authorities’ proposed 

developments in order that they complement and do not duplicate supply which then leads to 

sustainability issues 

 

• There is the need for changing places toilet for people with disabilities 

 

• There is a competition standard facility in Stafford and so a training facility as part of the development 

would be an ideal option 

 

• There’s hardly any athletics facilities, they’re all in Stafford, Wolverhampton or Tamworth 

 

• Things to allow art together, outdoor community art groups. The art thing does work on The Chase but it 

may not be accessible to everyone. Expression through art, people come together and talk 

 

• Recreation facilities should be made available for all age groups, with a focus on those which could be  

Potentially intergenerational 

 

• Uncertain what is available for elderly people 

 

• With regard to the sports, rugby/football/athletics etc. not overly fussed about what is there as long as it 

is not duplicated close by, but it is important that there can be multiple use, for example; jogging, 

cycling and paths 

 

• Would parking on the street aggravate local people? 
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